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Anyone can be a member of the POST
staff except maybe Sheriff King. All
you have to do is come to the meetings
and do orie of the many different and
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.operation of a paper like this. You start
tive, and not available in other local media.
work at nothing per hour, and stay there.
We will not print anything racist, sexist,
Everyone else gets paid the same. Ego

e'xciting tasks necessary for

gratification and good karma are the fringe

, benefits.
•

Decisions are made collectively by staff
members at one of our regular meetings.
All workers have an equal voice. The
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Most of our material or inspiration for ma
terial comes from the community. We en
courage you, the reader, to become more
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around noon

You can make bread hawking the Post--15�
a copy, except for the first 50 copies on which

We welcome all stories or

than a reader.
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you make only 10� a copy. Call 828-7232.

Post-Amerikan has no editor or hierarch
ical structure, so quit calling up here and

tips for stories. Bring stuff to a meeting
(the schedule is printed below) or mail it

asking who's in charge.

to our office.

Mail, which we more than welcome,

Anybody who reads this paper can tell the
type of stuff we print. All worthwhile ma

These meetings are held at the Post-Amerikan
office, and if you'd like to come, call us. The

P.O. Box 3452, Bloomington, IL

terial is welcome. We try to choose art
icles that are timely, relevant, informa-

should be mailed to: The Post-Amerikan,

number is: 828-7232.

wind up in our letters column. )

Downtown Postal Substation, Center & Monroe
Bl. Post Office, Empire & Fairway (at exit)
DeVary's Market, 1402 W. Market.
Harris' Market, 802 N. Morris
Hickory Pit, 920 W. Washington

NORMAL
University Liquors, 706 W. Beaufort
Pat's Billiards, 1203 S. Main
Redbird !GA
Divinyl Madness Records, 115 North St.
Mother Murphy's, 111 1/2 North St.
Ram, 101 Broadway Mall

Biasi'.s Drug Store, 217 N. Main
Discount Den, 207 N. Main
U-I Grocery, 918 W. Market

Hendren's Grocery Store, 301 W. Willow

U-I Grocery, 608 S. Lee

Co-op Bookstore (in front)

Kroger's, 1110 E. Oakland

The Galery (in front)
SE corner, University & College

Bus Depot, 523 N. East
Park Store, 909 S. Allin

New Age Bookstore, 101 Broadway Mall

Pantagraph Building, in front of it
(in front)

Co-op Tapes & Records, 311 S. Main

Mik�'s Market, 1013 N. Park

Bowling and Billiards Center, ISU Student Union

Bi-Rite, 203 E. Locust

Cage, ISU Student Union

Man-Ding-Go's, 312 S. Lee

_!?airy Delight,

Main_ & Miller Sts.

Otherwise it's liable to

letter printed!

You can also reach folks

at 828-6885.

K-Mart, at parking lot exit
Denny's Spudnuts, 715 N. Main

61701

(Be sure to tell us if you don't want your

Midstate Truck Plaza, Rt. 51 North
Upper Cut 1203 1/2 S. Main
Dairy Queen, 1110 S. Main

1e

The Wash House, 609 N� CTinton

---

-----

Apache Junction, 204 S. McClun
BLOOMINGTON
.
Book Hive, 103 W. Front
parking lot exit
Eastgate ICA, at
The Joint, 415 N. Main
Front
Medusa's Bookstore, 109 W.
Main
The Back Porch, 402 1/2 N.
Main
The Book Worm, 310 1/2 N.
Maih
&
ont
-fr
nerSouth West Cor

Small Changes Bookstore, 409A N. Main
Lay Z J

�aloon,

1401 W. Market

Classy Fried

OUTTA TOWN
Galesburg: Under the Sun, 188 W. Main

Ads

Peoria: That Other Place, 901 NE Adams
Springfield: Spoon River Book Co-op, 407 E. Adams
Pontiac: Semmens Drug Store, 123 Madison St.

to thfink all of.thos� people \YhO helped

I y,rl.sh
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me

through iny recent hoApitaUzation and

c.oµvale-soence--your ,liho!ighl;s

not

kindnesses shall

soon.be

forgotten-..:or
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GOOD
NUMBERS
If you would like your service or organ
ization's number listed,
Post-Amerikan office at

call us up at the

828-7232.

828-5049

Alcoholics Anonymous

436-6709

American Civil Liberties Union

452-36Y+

of Children and Family Serv.

( Social

Dept. of Health, Ed. & Welfare
829-9436
Security Admin.

)

828-4311

Dept, of Mental Health

/

'f1do/escenfs
dre among the"

last social 9ro<f-6
in the world to be
f'ull
ninet eenth-ce111u.r�

given {he

colorJ ttdmenf

•••

( community )

Gay Action Awareness Union

EDGAR Z. FRJEDENBERG,in
'Co� rl A9q 1r1 Amer�·

828-6935

)

(

ISU
Gay People's Alliance
Ill. Lawyer Referral Service
toll free

(

Kaleidoscope
Lighthouse

a�tes dealrn9 co1th

)

828-7346
828-1371

o

term inlerds of�r cffnfde

..

areCd'Dikit with the p�fdlt
inlavJ II.herF.'

828-6935

Men's R�p Group

438-Jl+11
800-252-8916

829-3363

McLean County Health Dept.

�ou.tho. al] �in wdh
t� assumpton thi the h'

or

452-4867
829-5326

Community for Social Action
Dept.

National Health Care Services
Assistance:

Peoria

)

( Abortion

691-9073

.

828-7324
Occupational Development Center
452-8530
after 5:30 p.m.
Operation Recycle
PATH

( Personal

)

(

Assistance Telephone Help:

also # for Parents Anonymous
827-8025
Planned Parenthood

828-7232
827-0377
829-7057

)

452-4422

Post-Amerikan

j

Pro ect OZ
Public Aid

Rape Crisis Line

( through

)

452-4422
829-6223
827-5428
PATH

Small Changes Alternative Bookstore

Sunnyside Neigh. Center
Unemployment Compensation Employment Office

/

827-6237
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Pantagraph editorial serves
publisher's financial interests
The opinions expressed in Pantagraph
editori�ls sometimes fit neatly with
the outside business interests of the
paper's publisher, Davis u. Merwin.
A .June 14 editorial, which strongly
urged tearing down the old Wi.thers

Petrie,

Harry

is an example.

building,

Library

Corn

Belt

Bank President,

has offered to buy the Withers
tear it down,

building,

Petrie says �he
Withers building gone,

park.

and build a

w�nts the

bank

because it

stops Washington Street traffic

seeing the

Corn

Belt

Bank.

from

Competition is stiff, and increased
visibility is worth that much money to

the bank.

Pantagraph publisher
Corn

Belt stock

owns some

Merwin

and serves on the

bank's board of directors.

But when the paper editorialized in

favor of the bank's offer,
mention the publisher's
interest in the bank.

it didn't

financial

Here's a view of the Corn Belt Bank taken from Washington Street.

Though they are happy to move

fills the picture.

to a �ew

favor of tearing the building down.

to decide

They are trying

The

Pantagraph, whose publisher is a Corn Belt Bank pirector, editorialized in

Board wants to see the old building

preserved.

That's why the Corn Belt Bank wants to tear the Withers

building down--so people can see the bank from Washington Street.

most of the Withers Library

building,

You can't

see the bank, because the Withers Public Library building gets in the way and

whether to sell the building to thP

highest bidder

(who might tear it

or whether to sell it cheaper,

down),

with requirements that the

�

fixed u

could

It

and used.
be a

coincidence

building be

that the

P�ntagraph's editorial also suppor�ed
the publisher's outside business
Merwin himself may not
interests.

anything to do with writing
But readers did not
get the information necessary to
decide for themselves whether the
�ditorial's position came from the

hav.: had

the

editorial.

paper's

welfare,

concern for the

public's

or froffi the publisher's

concern for the bank's welfare.

The Pantagraph's monopoly control of

printed news and

�

opinion in

B oomington-Normal makes the paper

highly influencial in public affairs.
When politicians use their power to

push policies which benefit them

personally,
interest,

it is called conflict of

and considered unethical.

It should also be called conflict of

interest when the Pantagraph
way.

power in this
For example,

owns some

uses

its

�-

a city councilperson who

Telecable stock is required

to publicly admit that ownership.
When the cable

rate increase,

TV company asks for a

�

this coun ilperson is

expected to abstain from voting.
The Pantagraph owns 10% of
When

stock.

Telecable's

Tele�able asked for a

rate increase in the spring of

1975,

the Pantagraph supported the rate hike
which helped form

in an editorial,

community opinion.

the Pc..1 i;agraph

But

didn't say in its editorial that it

could profit from the rate increase.
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If it accepted a social responsibility

to the community

�OMICS

could

with its

the Pantagraph

deal with potential conflicts of
ways.

interest in either of two

'.\·...
\

..

along

monopoly position,

First,

th� paper could remain editorially
neutral whenever its owners stood to
gain or lose by the outcome of a

�

�on roversy; or, if the Pantagraph
_
r sisted on pushing a particular

opinion,

it could simply

tell the

readers exactly what financial stake

/

I

�

the owners have
issue.

in that particular

Until the Pantagraph puts

recommendations like these

into

practice, re�ders should continue to

be very suspicious of the paper's
editorials,

They may appear to

reflect mere murky thinking,
really

whiie

reflecting the composition of

Davis Merwin's investment portfolio.
--M.S.
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Expos� of
THAT WAS •N VE
RY
J>ooR. TASCE. TEN
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Mitzis

Board of Education rules all forbid a selective
sorority in school.
Greg telephoned Mitzi members, and thought that
The organization's

people were being evasive.

I
I

continuity is provided by a dvisors, Mitzis who
help perpetuate the organization even after they
have graduated from high school themselves. ·One
of these advisors replied "no comment" when
asl<ed about the purpose of the Mitzis and about
all.o)ged discrimination against blacks and Mexicans.
Before A egis staff people prepared to write the
Mitzi story, their advisor , E. J. Bronkema,

discussed it with Principal Robert Bryant.

That was the beg inni ng of the en d of the Mitzi story.

According to Greg and Nancy, Bronkema returned

with a strong messag e from the administration:

FPS/cpf

don't name names.

Bronkema was worried the

As is frequently

story might provoke a libel suit.

The co-editors of the Aegis, Bloomington High

meeting with the Aegis advisor, E. J. Bronkema,

Though not a faculty member, Bronkema

School's student newspaper, feel that administration

last fall.

pressure forced them to squelch a planned expose

was hired by the school to work with the Aegts

of the Mitzis last year.

and yearbook staffs.

Since early in the twentieth century, Mitzi XX has

Nancy said the idea "caught fire" at the staff

functioned as a high school sorority, taldng

members from BHS and Central Catholic High

School.

When state law banned high school

·sororities many years ago, the Mitzis continued to
operate secretly.

meeting.

Greg, Nancy,

and other staff members started doing some

"The Mitzis are probably public.knowledge, but it's

quiet knowledge," Nancy Koehn, an Aegis co-editor,
told the Post-Amerikan.
about it, and half don't.

"Maybe half the kids know

The administration knows

about it, but doesn't acknowledge it publicly at all,"
she said.

school year, said he originally became interested
in writing an investigative story when it seemed

nor any background to help her figure out what

could provoke a libel suit.

"I was really scared, "

"We couldn't prove they discriminated on purpose,"

she told the Post-Amerikan.

weren't any minorities in the organization. "

But Nancy Koehn is sure that Bronkema relayed
more restrictions than the ban on names. "It

Nancy said.

"But we were going to write that there

large number came from families with a lot of
money.

traditional standards) and most popular young

The

story," Nancy said.

Specifically, Koehn

Bronkema remembers only saying no names.

women were Mitzi members.

town's wealthy.

And all Mitzis could face immediate expulsion from

Doing the Mitzi story was first proposed at a staff

said the school constitution, Illinois law, and the

Memb ers Face Exp ulsion
school for being members, according to Greg.

wasn't just not mentioning names.

administration was watering down the whole
remembers being told not to involve BHS.

Nancy said the school's cutest (by

that Mitzis were an exclusionary club which
discriminated against minorities· and drew its

membership primarily from the daughters of the

though she admits she did so only after the BHS

Bronkema says she had no journalistic training,

were among the sorority's members, an unusually

76-77

She takes

remembered things a little differently.

most of the responsibility for squelching the story,

Sca red

It

Though the list showed that middle class students

Exclu sive Club
Greg George, Nancy's co-editor for the

included no blacks, no Jews, no Mexicans.

fear of even offending anyone at all.

principal threw a libel scare into her.

legwork.

Someone pilfered Mitzi's Il).embership list.

(printing false information so damaging that it can

affect jobs and career) became translated into a

Contacted by the Post-Amerikan, E. J. Bronkema

Greg said the Aegis advisor was "gung

ho" about writing about the Mitzis.

the case with school newspapers, fear of libel

He

Neither Greg nor Nancy believe that the supposed
chance of a libel suit was the real reason for the

administration's nervousness about the Mitzi

story.

They said adminstrators would have had to

take a lot of flak from angry parents.

"The people we were risking irritating were very

powerful, " Greg added.

And that included the administration.

The Aegis

�JOiNT
g-eiurat

store

Unlike the old-fashioned box spring

mattress, the waterbed supports every
inch of your body, ending those nights

of sleepless tossing and turning.
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Wan t t o

Hel p

Us

O u t?

The Post-Amerikan is looking for people
(and you might be one) who have
electric typewriters they'd be willing
to loan us during our layout weekends,
The best
which only come once a month.
kinds are ones that can take a carbon
ribbon, like the new cartridge type
If
portables. (We buy the ribbons.)
you have one, and are willing to loan
We'll take
it, call us up at 828-7232.
good care of your machine.
Also, we want to develop a list of
people who have vehicles they might be
willing to loan when we pick up the
What we really
paper from the printer.
need is a van or covered pickup· truck,
but we can usually squeeze all the
papers into a large model gas guzzler.
If you can help out, give us a call.

;

BHS

kept out of

student paper

story would have made it clear that the

standing rules are designed to keep the paper safe

administration was closing its eyes to Mitzi's

and tame.

and teachers. Sometimes that retaliation could
just be a lower grade.

illegal existence.

While most newspapers want to know exactly who

For example, Aegis staff are forbidden to say

is writing a letter-to-the-editor, many are willing

anything bad about a teacher. Though she didn't

(After all, if Principal Bryant hadn't known about

the Mitzis before, he sure found out when Broii.k:ema

make this rule, Aegis advisor Bronkema defended

told him about the story.

it, saying students shouldn't be allowed to call a

And if Bryant were

to omit the author's name from the final printed
copy. The BHS rule, by requiring public
disclosure of all letter authors, goes a step

concerned about enforcing the anti-.sorority rules,

farther to cut down on potentially controversial

wouldn't he have launched an immediate

material.

investigation?)

God

With all the restrictions on the story, Nancy and
Greg decided it wouldn't be worth it.

They weren't

Once, Nancy related, BHS officials stopped the
newspaper from taking a survey of students'

forbidden from printing it, but the guts of the story

attitudes.

were gone.

The ten-question survey, designed to

be handed out in study halls, asked some questions
"We felt robbed, 11 Greg said.

which potentially challenged the status quo. "Do

"We'd wanted to say

'Look students, there is a self-appointed elite among

you like the cafeteria food?" "Are clothes

you that discriminates against people.

important at BHS ?"

the people doing it.

These are

"Who has the most status:

homecoming queen, student council president,

These are the people breaking

football team quarterback, or Aegis editor?"

the rules. "'

"Do

you believe in God?"
Discussing the cliquishness of high school social
life, both Nancy and Greg criticized the division

Nancy needed permission from Harold Garret,

of kids into the "in" crowd and the ones who aren't

vice-principal, to mimeograph the survey.

"in."

refused.

Garret

"And the Mitzis are just seeking to perpetuate this
'

teacher "a fat slob."

"Exactly," Nancy agreed.

shows a real disrespect for students' level of

the question about God that really got him," Nancy

Asked what would have happened if they'd printed

criticism.

said.

one teacher's grading and teaching practice, a

Forgetting all the high-sounding slogans about
education involving freedom of inquiry, Garret said

kind of thing," Greg said.

Bronkema's off-the-cuff rationale for the rule

the story anyhow, Greg said, "I know what wouldn't

he saw no point in asking the questions.

Greg had planned to write a criticism of

criticism based on a differing theory of teaching.

"I believe in God,"

Mitzis, even though the school code calls for it."

But the nothing-bad·-about-teachers rule prevented

in God,"

him.

God.

Nancy thought funds for future issues of the Aegis

Another rule which irked Greg forbade printing

have happened.

They wouldn't have expelled the

might have been revoked.

E. J.

Bronkema also

any unsigned letters.

thought the fund withdrawal was a possibility.
The Mitzi investigation was not the only controversy
the Aegis co-editors had to suppress.

Some

still subject to retaliation from administrators

that he refuses to take their questions seriously?

announces
lower
summer
prices
•
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.so
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Ladies Nite
l adies no cover

. 2S drafts

.40 bar drinks

Thurs. - Hi-Balls

people, really believe that everyone believes in
God? Or does he have so little respect for students

1Lower Cover Charges I

Drink Specials Everyday \

Wed.

.so
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// Special Happy Hours
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.2S drafts
.2S drafts
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.40 bar drinks

FRI.· SAT.
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.40 bar Clrinks

.3S b ottle beer

'------------------------------�

New Age Music presents live music
Wed.·Sat. Including:

--------------------------------------------

June

29

Wed.

June

30

Thurs.

July

1-2

July

6

ROADSIDE BAND

Piper Road s
String Band

Fri. -Sat.

Wed.

July

7

Thurs.

July

8

Fri.

southern rock,

C. Y. WALKIN

cover

BLUEGRASS

$1 cover

CORNELL HURD and his

JEB STUART

cover
.

L.A. style country rock,

MONDO HOTPANTS ORCHESTRA
MIDNIGHT SUNRISE

75�

on Fiends Club records,

75�

(on

El Rancho Records)
entertaining,

country -rock,

southern rock,

run

an institution which supposedly educates 2100 young

most heart-felt

r---------------------------------,

Tu es.- Black Russians

What's the point in asking?"

concerns from seeing print, since students are

1401 W. Market

Mon... Vod k a Specials

"You believe

"We all believe in

Does this supposedly educated man, who helps

This policy, Greg pointed

out, prevents some of students'

Garret told her.

Garret continued.

"It was

$1 cover

50� cover

$1

cover

,-

---------------------------------------------

July

9

July

13

July

14-15

July

21

July

27-28

July

29

BLACKWOOD MAGAZINE

Sat .

ALL-STAR FROGS

Wed.

Thurs. -Fri.

Thurs.

Fri.

rock,

country,

CACTUS JACK

50�

30

Sat.

JAMES SOLBURG BAND with

SHELTER

rock,

$1

cover

50�

cover

$1

cover

cover Thurs,

cover

country,

Jimmy "Fast Fingers" Dawkins

July

$1

(on Trouserworm Records)

ITCHY BROTHER

DALLAS MAGEE

Wed. -Thurs.

rock, southern rock,

75�

blues,

cover.

$1

cover

$1 Fri.

b

Culture Counter

One goal of the Annual Women's Music
Festival is to raise consciousness
about what attitudes toward women and
men are encouraged in our culture,
As
part of this consciousness-raising
goal, the festival organizers and
performers started a boycott of
Montrose's Jump On It record.
The
cover of this album promotes the idea
that violence toward women is okay,
The cover
or at least not serious.
photo is a close-up of a woman's
crotch, with the title, "Jump on it."

Many other record covers promote
sexism.
Jump On It is one of the most
offensive because it is violent, and
people are boycotting it in particular
to symbolize their rejection of all
such expressions in popular culture.
Divinyl Madness Record Store agrees
with the goals of the boycott and
They pave taped
supports the action.
a leaflet explaining the briycott to
the cover ?f each copy of Jump On It
During July,
they have in stock.
community women will ask other local
record stores for their support, too •

Heartstield-- '�Foolish

•
•

Okay, I'll admit it; I was prejudiced,
Maybe it was my family upbringing or
The fact is that until
my schooling.
recently I have disliked country
Besides disco, I
western music.
thought C-W was the most boring,
socially irrelevant type of music
When I listened to C-W, I had
today,
images of Tom T. Hall and Loretta Lynn
spending an evening drinking beer with
Not my idea of a good
Billy Carter.
Then Heartsfield came aiong,
time.
and now I could almost put up with
Billy himself.

Upon putting "Foolish Pleasures" on my
semi-trusty turntable and setting the
tone arm down, I immediately heard
Then comes this
this disco beat.
country twang.
"Oh no," I said to myself, "I'm being
subjected to country-western�disco.
I have heard about this atrocity.
They've given the cowboys something
So much for first
to bump to."
impressions.

Cool

Play It

•••

this summer with
folk-pop guitar lessons

Pleasures

, .

The next song, "Magic Mood," turned
my impression completely around.
The
melody has a nice mellow country beat
The mood
with nice four-part harmony.
changes in the middle to a good
Phil Lucafa
country-rock beat.
provides an interesting guitar solo,
"Nashville" is just what.you might
Country-western with its
expect.
fullest twang (can't seem to shake
There is something
this prejudice).
The vocals are
different though.
Made
precise, as is the guitar solo.
me want to have a beer at only 10:30
in the morning.
"Drummer Boy" continues in the same
The story is
style as "Nashville."
Young southern
questionable, though.
boy living with mom around 1861.
A
knock.comes at the door, and the young
boy volunteers to be a drummer boy so
Oh well, the
he can beccme a man.
music saves the tune.

at Ax-In-Hand

Broadway

105

Phone: 452-6412

THE NEW VOICE:
The Voice of
the Working Class
biweekly

published

Available at THE BACK PORCH (Bloomington), SMALL CHANGES BOOKSTORE (Bloomington),
and DIVINYL MADNESS (Normal).
or through Illinois Friends of The New

P.O.

Also published by

Box 824,

Bloomington,

THE NEW VOICE (TNV)

Voice
IL 61701

and avail:ible through
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"Needing Her". is a typical lost love
Most of the iyrics are the moon,
saga.
spoon, June type: "Movin right along,
thinkin bout a song,/ Not feeling very
Something went wrong./ I'm
strong.
needing her."
After a while that
starts to get on my nerves.
"Honest Junkie" is one of the best
There is a
tunes on the album.
Beatles "Revolution" type intro which
breaks into a hard country-rock beat.
The moral is: "Don ··t trust no honest
junkie/ take your money and run."
The tune ends with an a capella four
part harmony.
A perfect end for the
beginning of the next song,
"Another Man Down" is a great jam.
Phil Lucafa comes into his own with a
an excellent guitar solo.
Immediately
following is a wailing sax solo.
The
band is really tight on this tune.

Illinois Friends are the following pamphlets:

AN ECONOMIC

Side t�o starts out with the electric
guitar playing part of the chorus of
The tune then goes into a
"Dixie."
rollicking Fleetwood Mac style (Monday
But, damn
Morning, Second Hand News�.
it, before every verse there's that
He alters it after a
"Dixie"riff.
couple of times, but the idea is still
there.

•

•

•
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Heartsfield has not completely changed
my mind about country-west�rn.
I still
still won't listen to Conway Twitty or
the Stalter Brothers, but I know now
that C-W music is not just a bunch of
beer drinking rednecks strummin their
guitars.
--Dynsdale

1
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SPECIAL

Until recently, not many of us thought very
much about where the power comes from when
we switch on the light. It's on our minds
more now, since Illinois Power Company (IPC)
is building two nuclear plants in Clinton,
only a few miles from Bloomington-Normal.
The decision to build the nuclear power
plants was made in a few corporate offices,
and the decision to a.pprove construction was
made in a few isolated meetings of
regulatory commissions. But the great
majority of Central Illinois residents,
whose futures will be drastically affected
by these decisions, did not have the benefit
of a full, public airing of what
construction and. operation of a nuclear
power plant in their midst really means,
That's why we are printing a special section
devoted to nuclear energy, its dangers, its
supporters, its economics, and its growing
opposition.
As we become more and more aware that gas,
oil, and coal cannot continue to supply our
energy needs indefinitely, the same friendly
group of energy corporations which sold us
the "oil crisis" is selling nuclear power as
the only workable alternative,
But nuclear power is not workable, and there
are other alternativeS"to depending on the
limited-supply fossil fuels,
Nuclear power stations have only about JO
years until the uranium supply runs out.
After that, power companies promise to
develop "breeder" reactors,
nuclear
reactors which would produce more fuel than.
they use, Fueled by super-poisonous
plutonium, the breeder-- if they get it
developed-- wo'uld be even more dangerous
than conventional reactors,

SECTION

�olar, tidal, and wind energy-- especially
solar-- could be developed for massive use
sooner than the breeder reactors. Solar
en�rgy is al�eady used in thousands of U.S.
homes, But the nuclear industry's vested
interests, with the government's help,
continue to pooh-�ooh these safe, cheap,
and clean forms of energy,
Alarmed by the incred�ble dangers of nuclear
po�9'r, an international movement has
u�veloped to shut it down, The French
nuclear industry has faced sit-ins, and
25,000 people occupied a proposed nuclear
site in West Germany in protest, Nuclear
power was the main issue in the Swedish
elections,
An anti-nuke movement is picking up in the
U.S. The issue made the ballot in several
states in 1976, and the nuclear industry had
to spend millions just to win California's
nuclear power referendum, In May 19771
almost fifteen hundred people were arrested
for sitting in at the Seabrook, N,H,, plant
site,
Local opposition to the Clinton nuclear
power plants-- headed by various
environmental groups and the Salt Creek
Association-- failed to stop IPC from
beginning construction,
Another group, just organized this June,
plans to renew the fight against the
Clinton nuclear plants, A coalition of
people from Springfield, Champaign-Urbana,
and Bloomington called the Prairie Alliance
is calling on others to join them in their
efforts,
For more on the struggle against nuclear
power, and the reasons for that struggle,
read on,
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N clear Power--How it Works
Power companies make electricity by
using pressurized steam to turn huge
generators. To make the steam, they
usually boil water by burning coal,
oil, or natural gas.

and controlled. The kind which
Illinois Power Company (IPC) intends
to use at its two Clinton, Illinois,
plants is a boiling water reactor
(BWR).

Nuclear reactors produce the heat
needed to make steam, too. But instead
of burning something, nuclear reactors

In a BWR, water is used in three
places.
The fuel core is immersed in water
which does two things. First, this
water is heated by the fission process
to form steam to drive the turbine.
Second, the water around the fuel core
makes the fission process possible by
slowing down neutrons. Slow-moving
neutrons cause the U-235 nucleus to
fission more readily.
The second place that water is used in
the BWR is in the standard core
cooling systems (SCCS).
If an
accidental water loss caused heat to
build up in the reactor, the core
could melt, allowing the radioactive
fuel to leakout. To prevent this,
the SCCS is supposed to automatically
reflood the reactor vessel and at
the same time spray the core from the
top with thousands of gallons of
water per minute.
The BWR also uses water to cool the
turbine condenser. This water is
supposed to never mix with the water
surrounding the fuel core used to
generate steam.
This condenser-cooling water is drawn
from a nearby lake, river, or ocean,
and is eventually returned there,
much hotter. This makes the lake,

Therefore, in 1971 the U.S. government
and U.S. power companies committed
themselves to developing breeder
reactors, which use an artificially
produced fuel, plutonium, to magically
produce more fuel than they start out
with.
The newly-created plutonium-239 is
then drawn off to become the starter
material for other nuclear power
plants.
The breeder reactor is still mostly
just a fantasy in the minds of nuclear
The only commercial
power pushers.
breeder ever built in this country,
the Enrico Fermi reactor, cost $130
million and produced about $1.3 million
worth of electricity.
In 1966, an accident at Fermi came
close to causing the evacuation of
Detroit. It took four years to repair
the damaged plant, but more troubles
followed and the plant shut down for
good in November 1972.
It had not even produced enough surplus
plutonium for the Atomic Energy
Commission to bother buying as fuel
which was supposedly the whole
point of building breeder reactor
plants.
The estimated price of building a
working breeder has climbed from $700
million to almost $11 billion, and
this figure is almost certainly an
underestimate.

Wastes
Every year or so, a nuclear plant
must be shut down to replace some of
the used-up fuel bundles in its core
with new fuel. Power companies claim,
�
that up to 97 percent of the used
fuel can be reprocessed and used again
and again as fuel in nuclear plants,
but they can't quite seem to get the
process working.
After reprocessing, the waste that is
not re-usable is in liquid form. Then
it's supposed to be changed to a dry,

produce heat through an atomic chain
reaction called nuclear fission.
Like other elements, uranium-235 is
made of atoms. Each atom's nucleus
contains protons and neutrons.
When a neutron strikes the U-235
nucleus, the nucleus splits apart,
releasing two or three identical
neutrons. When these released neutrons
strike another uranium atom, the second
atom's nucleus also splits and releases
more neutrons.

. .. � - .

• , .. ._ At
Industrial Forum

--IPC
Two atoms release neutrons (tiny white dots
pointed to by arrows) during fission.

In a nuclear power plant, this chain
reaction continues, releasing heat.
This heat then converts water into
steam, which turns the electrical
generators.
Since nothing is burned to produce
this heat, there are no obvious
smokey, polluting wastes. That's
why power companies call nuclear
power "clean."

Reactor

river, or ocean warmer, and there's
a lot of controversy about how
acceptable this is.
IPC is building its own lake for the
Clinton plants, and has run into
problems with pollution laws.
For
more discussion of IPC's problems
with hot water, see "Time bomb."

Breeder reactor
The special kind of uranium used in
a regular reactor, uranium-235, is
less than 1% of the world's uranium.
Easily available sources could be
completely used up in the next twenty
years.

solid form (Only about 3% of all the
waste produced so far has been changed
into a solid.) In this dry state,
it is supposed to be nonexplosive,
non-combustible, etc.
But this
material is highly radioactive and
will remain so for a long, long time.
The power companies aren't quite sure
exactly what they're going to do with
this highly radioactive waste yet,
but they promise to figure out
something. ,
.A nuclear plant ab•�t the same size
as each of Illinois Power's pianned
plants at Clinton would produce about
enough of this solid waste to fill two
telephone booths each year.

of Clinton's nuke plant
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Time bomb set for 1981
Seven years ago, Illinois Power
Company (IPC) announced plans to build
a nuclear power station on 15,000
Now more
acres of land near Clinton.
than 1, 100 workers are working 10 hour
shifts, 20 hours a day, to complete
the first of the two units in late
1981 and the second in late 1987.
Full scale construction on the plant
did not begin until February of 1976.
IPC's proposal had been accepted by
government bodies despite the
opposition of several groups.
The government-agencies who okayed
the Clinton power plant were the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(formerly the Atomic Energy
Commission) , which licenses nuclear
power plants; the Illinois Commerce
Commission, which supervises utilities
in the state; the federal
Environmental Protection Agency, which
conducted a hearing on the company's
plans to cool the lake; the Illinois
Pollution Control Board, which
accepted IPC's cooling system; and the
Illinois General Assembly, which
passed legislation (heavily supported
by our local representative Gerald
Bradley) affecting the requirements
of the cooling lake.
, The two major obstacles that IPC had
I to overcome to build the nuclear power
� plant involved the temperature

--

�

In 1975, a group of Illinois senators
introduced a bill that would remove
pollution controls on private cooling
lakes.
Bloomington's Harber Hall supported
the bill in the Senate, saying that
Central Illinois needed to put people
to work at the nlant. With the help of
IPC lobbyists, this bill was passed.
Under this new bill, the Illinois
Pollution Control Board accepted
Clinton's 96 degree maximum.

IPC beats obstacles
The other obstacle that IPC ran into
was the land acquisition. As it
turned out, this problem was easily
overcome. The Illinois Commerce
Commission (ICC) , whose chairperson at
the time happened to be Marvin
Lieberman, a former law partner in
the Decatur firm that represents IPC,
granted IPC eminent domain. Eminent
domain is the government's right to
force people to sell their property,
(A
whether they like it or not.
jury decides the price, if necessary.)
Basically, ICC gave IPC the right to
kick people off their land whether
they wanted to leave or not. This is
some of the richest farmland in the

1
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regulation of the cooling lake, where
they'll dump the water used to cool the
reactor to guard it from possible
meltdowns, and the acquisition of
15,000 acres of land.
The Illinois Pollution Control Board
had set a maximum temperature of 90
degrees F. on cooling lakes. The
Clinton plant was originally designed
with a maximum of 104 degrees, but
was later re-designed to meet the
'federal EPA standards of 96 degrees.

THIS

SUt1HER,

\JHY

world, and it won't be farmed any
more--just to make room for reacto.rs
that'll only operate for 20-JO years.
Another government body somewhat
involved in supporting the Clinton
plant was the Clinton City Council,
which unanimously adopted a resolution
supporting the plant in December of
1974. This resolution was adopted
shortly after Revere Copper and
Brass Inc. laid off about 65 percent
of its workers in its three Clinton
plants. The Rever e Company was the
largest employer in DeWitt County.

NOT CATCH UP

ON

IPC's promises of jobs no doubt
appealed to the local unemployed
people--although most of these jobs
will disappear after initial construc
tion is over.
IPC also had to deal with the local
grass-roots organizations which formed
in opposition to the Clinton power
plant.
The opposition came chiefly
from several environmental groups in
the Champaign-Urbana area and from the
Salt Creek Association, a group of
landowners affected by the company·s
land acquisition.
The environmentalists, including
one group called "Households Involved
In the Pollution Solution" (HIPS) ,
focused their arguments on the aangers
of radioactivity.

Salt Creek's Opposition
The Salt Creek Association, which was
originally named the Salt Creek
Defenders, was represented by a
Champaign attorney, Robert Dodd. The
Salt Creek Association, which had
started out fairly large in numbers,
gradually decreased in power as its
members' land was bought by IPC.
This group sent some of its members
to testify against the Clinton plant
The group formed
in Washington, D.C.
their arguments on the loss of their
land and the environmental impact of
the power plant on the surrounding
land.
They feared that the land, formerly a
swamp but now drained by 100-year-old
tiles,_would be under water again if
the large construction tampered with
They
the delicate drainage system.
also claimed that the 96-degree water
in the cooling lake would create a
foggy haze over the area
in the winter. This would delay crop
planting and require extra drying time
for corn and beans.
After six years of wading through
regulatory agencies and fighting or
ignoring grass roots opposition
groups, the Clinton plant was accepted
and construction work started. The
plant will be on 14,JOO acres of land
with a 4,895-acre coo.Ling lake. '.!.'he
reactor is a Boiling Water Reactor
(BWR-6) made by General Electric (see
"Nuclear Power: How It Works" for
explanation) . The two reactors will
each have the capacity to produce 950
megawatts of electricity. At the
present moment, the base for Unit 1,
which extends 58 feet below the ground
level, has been completed and the
inner housing for the reactor is built
and positioned. The cooling lake will
be completed this September and will
take about 2 1/2 years to fill from
spillage of the Salt Creek and rain
water.
So technology moves on, right at our
back doors, whether we like it or not.

.

-- S .L.
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Nuclear Power:

First of all, I have to tell you that about
a lot of things I'm an optimist--probably
often past the point of good sense, I always
expect that my days off work will be sunny;
that most of the Post-Amerikan's articles
will get done before deadline (or at least
before layout); that when things look really
grim, they'll get better.
But after days of reading and re-reading
:iftformation on nuclear power, I'd bet my life
t�at unless we soon stop the construction of
nuclear power plants, they'll soon stop us,
And it's not just .!!!l life riding on this bet.
The actions of the nuclear pushers could
have--almost certainly will have--destructive
effects on our planet for so many years it's
hard to even imagine it,
It's hard to believe that groups of people,
like the nuclear pushers, could be so hell
bent on one course of action that they are
willing to ignore the very real possibilities
9f long-term genetic damage to people,
ecological damage to-the earth', and sudden
,death and destruction because of accidents
,i at nuclear power plants.
I guess we all have heard phrases like "the
future of the world" and "the quality of life"
used so meaninglessly in support of or in
opposition to so many things that it's hard
to believe that �time it's for real
In the same way, we've all been bombarded
over and over with scare tactics about one
thing and another, Paranoia pays, at least
for government and business leaders who want
us to be afraid of the Russians, the Chinese ,
the Vietnamese, losing our sex appeal by not
using the right toothpaste -and mouthwash.
And, of course, they always cist themselves
in the role of "good guys,"
So it's hard, perhaps, to take seriously
claims that nuclear power plants are so
dangerous that they should be stopped
immediately.
But those claims at least deserve to be
looked at, because if anti-nuclear power
nuts like me are right, we're in big
trouble.

MELTDOWN
On June 16th of this year, the Daily
Pantagraph carried an 112 article headlined
"Nuclear flaw being probed." The article
discussed a design flaw in the safety systems
of about half of the country's 67 nuclear
power plants, The defective safety items
are two sets of batteries, designed to
provide emergency power to keep the cooling
systems working right to prevent the melting
of the radioactive fuel core,
This melting of the radioactive fuel core,
a "meltdown," happens if the fuel reaches
its melting point, about 5,000 degrees F.
Once the core melts, the reactor's safety
systems would be unable to cool .it, some
scientists believe, and a core "melt-through"
would follow. The molten core would melt
through the reactor's containment vessel and
containment building, and sink through the
earth below.
Meltdown and melt-through are very possibly
the scariest words heard about nuclear power.
(This kind of accident is also called the
"China syndrome" because the radioactive
material would head that way--through the
earth.) What would·be the consequences of
a melt-through?
Breaking througfi the reactor structures
would not only allow radioactive material to
melt into the earth, but would also release
radioactivity into the air. This
radioactive material could, under some very
common weather conditions, be deadly up to
15 miles away from the accident, with
possible damage for hundreds of miles,
These facts come from a 1957 study carried
out by the Brookhaven National Laboratory for
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), the official
government body which is supposed to figure
out how dangerous nuclear power is, In fact,
the AEC has been a main defender of nuclear
power, regardless of the facts in its own
reports, some of which the AEC has tried to
suppress, (The AEC is no longer in existence
--more about it later.)

©19(6
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The hypothetical melt-through accident in the
Brookhaven study and report is called
WASH-740. It estimated that 3,400 people
would be killed and 43, 000 people would be
injured. The authors of the report state
that the figures are based on the worst
accident possible. But even worse ones �
possible.

have reported battery failures. The
batteries that are failing are designed to
provide backup power if the normal source of
electricity is interrupted. There are two
sets of batteries designed to provide this
emergency power to make sure that the cooling
systems work to prevent meltdown, the
melting of the radioactive fuel core.

First of all, the Brookhaven calculations
were based on a size of reactor which is less
than one-seventh of the size of reactors now
being built in the U,S,

Of the 50 reported battery failures, in 10
instances one battery system failed
completely, and in two instances there were
serious problems with both battery systems at
once, A private nuclear consultant, E.P.
Epler, believes that the design of the
battery systems could result in the complete
loss of power even if just one battery system
failed,

Second, the radioactive wastes in the
theoretical Brookhaven study reactor were
removed more often than is now common. The
Clinton plant plans to remove the core and
wastes only once a year, when 2/3 of the
uranium 235 has been used--the other 1/3 is
waste material,
The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) did
a study similar to the Brookhaven one, based
on the melt-through of a modern re�ctor and
came up with even worse results,
The UCS study estimated that,under a
temperature inversion, the escaped
radioactive material in the air would be
deadly for more than 65 miles and other
radioactive damage was possible for more than
400 miles,
And a second AEC/Brookhaven National
Laboratory study goes even further, (The
study, by the was was carried out in 1964-65
3lld suppressed by the AEC until 1973.)
This second AEC-requested study, an update of
WASH-740, stated that a major nuclear reactor
accident might create an "area of disaster ,
,
equal to that of the State of
Pennsylvania."
•

The second AEC/Brookhaven study estimated
45,000 deaths in an uncontrolled loss-of
coolant reactor accident resulting in
meltdown and escape of radioactive material,

"DELIBERATE

ATTENTION"

But, of course, we really don't have to worry
about the possibility of melt-through.
"Surely in no other commercial venture has
safety been considered with such deliberate
attention, painstaking detail and broad
conservatism,"
That fine quote is from a booklet published
by the public relations department of the
Atomic Industrial Forum.
Compare it to this 1969 AEC quote: Some
nuclear reactor accidents have occurred in
which "the absence of more serious effects
was largely the result of good 1uck."
Let's go back to the June 16 Pantagraph
article, "Nuclear flaw being probed."
About half of the U.S. nuclear power plants

This sounds like a case that requires
"deliberate attention" and "broad
conservatism," doesn ° t it?

IRRESPONSIBLE
Well, the Nuclear Regulat6ry Commission (NRC),
the government group that's now supposed to
make nuclear power safe, was urged to
consider design changes in the system. And
this was NRC official Faust Rosa's reply:
"We don't think it's an urgent problem, but
I think to clear the record we should look
at it,"
"The NRC study is expected to take about a
year to complete," the Pantagraph reported,
Not only are nuclear reactors in and of
themselves terrifyingly dangerous, the
nuclear pushers and the government groups
formed to keep an eye on them have again and
again been guilty of irresponsibility,
mismanagement, and uncalled-for risk-taking
in their decisions.
For example, the AEC's materials-safeguards
program was called "inadequate" by all
outside review groups who have inspected it
and by official advisers to the program.
Also, the nuclear pushers have not yet
solved--and probably never will--the problem
of what to do, long-term, with the
radioactive waste from the normal operation
of all these nuclear power plants. (These
non-breeder plants, by the way, are only
scheduled to be used for 20-30 years. After
that, breeders are supposed to take their
place,)
James Schlesinger, chairperson of the late
but-not-lamented AEC, suggested that AEC
�ould ask the space people, NASA, to rocket
that radioactive waste to the sun,
After 20 years of trying to figure out what
to do with the stuff, I guess you get a
little desperate,
Short-term storage of this radioactive waste
is much more down-to-earth, however.
The U.S. federal government decided in
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Capitalism's
Last Hurrah
(GE )

December of 1975 that General Electric

As a matter of fact,

Morris, Illinois,

would be the nation's

about seven

reactors

down because the nuke pushers really don't
In a March 28, 1977, article called "West
Irwin D,J, Bross,

( the

ones which make plutonium

)

emergency
personal
anti
contamination"
kits,

bombs.
a

The irresponsible track record of the nuke

biostatistician at Roswell Park Memorial

pushers may make one question whether

Institute, says that "The limiting factor in

plutonium could be much more dangerous in any

reprocessing isn't physics, it's human

anyone else's hands,

You can't reprocess without killing

However, the fact that

their safeguards against theft are so gross]y

people."

inadequate is scary.

So the NRC agreed to GE plans to chan.e;e the
Morris plant to a radioactivity dump,

About this, Mason Willrich from the

Very

University of Virginia Law School stated in

appropriate.

"Under existing regulations

seven times more waste to be stored at the
Morrfs plant,

The greatest amount to be

•

•

.•

it is

nuclear material may be stored in a locked
building that is checked by an unarmed

which will come from nuclear power plants

watchman only once every four hours,

all over the country,

In the

shipment of special nuclear material by

truck, the driver is not required to be

The NRC estimates that full storage will be

even in continuous communication with any

those rockets to the sun ready, fellas.

plutonium factory
article

)

( see

Karen Silkwood

was so bad that 60 pounds of

plutonium--enough to make five Nagasaki bombs
--were unaccounted for there,

Kerr-McGee

denies this,
And so on.

accompanied by someone else, nor armed, nor

reached by the mid-1980's.

)

What is stored in this dump?
The wastes, in the form of 10-12-foot-long,
pencil-thin rods, will be mostly plutonium,
and st.rontium 90.

PLUTONIUM
Plutonium is a top favorite material for
m3.king bombs,

reported that security at a Kerr-McGee

.

possible that a 12rge amount of special .

stored will be 7'JJ metric tons of waste,

1J7,

A New York Times reporter, David Burnham,

1972:

The NRC's December 1975 decision now allows

cesium

"radiation
hazard

by terrorists and fairly easily made into

Valley: the tombs of nuclear power?" in

( Get

all of our present

primarily because plutonium could be stolen

have nuclear reprocessing figured out yet,

beings.

suits as part
of their

Many people are opposed to the use of breeder

miles east of downtown Morris, had to close

Seven Days magazine, Dr.

sells these

to cause 9,000,000 cases of lung cancer.

wastes.
The nuclear reprocessing plant,

A firm called

Also, one pound of plutonium is deadly enough

largest dumping center for radioactive
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Nucle-Clean

supply is produced in nuclear reactors,

Company's nuclear reprocessing plant in
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It barely occurs in nature,

authority,"
Several times, enough material to make a
number of nuclear weapons has been
temporarily lost in transit from one place to
another,

In other cases, plutonium has

disappeared completely,
The Nuclear Materials Enrichment Corporation
in Pennsylvania is unable to account for 6%
of the nuclear material it handled over a
6-year period,

Plutonium was first discovered in the 1940's
among the waste products of fissioned
uranium,

It can take several forms--metal,

liquid, powder, etc.--and is incredibly
poisonous in any form,
Plutonium is very combustible, easily
converted for weapons, and if let loose in
the atmosphere stays deadly for a quarter
million years.
It cannot be recaptured or destroyed,

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Nuclear poV1er means never
having time to say you're sorry
A nuclear "excursion" at Brown's Ferry, Alabama,
almost sent two huge reactors on their way
"toward China" in a meltdown .
On October 5th, 1966, the control panel inside
the Enrico Fermi atomic reactor near Detroit,
Michigan, suddenly registered high radiation
levels, a sign of critical danger. This
accident came close to causing the evacuation of
Detroit.

production of plutonium parts used in atom bembs.
This facility is eight miles upwind of Denver,
Colorado.

In fall of 1974, sailors on Japan's first nuclear
powered ship tried to plug a radioactive leak with
boiled rice and old socks.

In May of 196 9, this plant suffered the most

In 1972, the General Accounting Office ran a

expensive industrial fire ever. Improperly stored
cans of plutonium caught fire and destroyed $50
million of equipment. This fire almost burned

security check and found that one person, armed
with only an adjustable pocket wrench and strength,
could break into a nuclear plant and steal fissonable
material in minutes .
Nuke pushers unknowingly built a Virginia nuclear
plant on a geological fault .

Professor E. J. Sternglass claims that "low-level"
person-made radiation, particularly from nuclear
tests, has killed more than 400, 000 U.S. children
since 1945 by making fetuses and infants more
susceptible to illness, especially respiratory
diseases.

On January 17, 196 6, an.American B-52 bomber
collided with a KC- 13 5 refueling tanker. This
c:...u sed the deaths of five members of the crew.
Four hydrogen bombs. fell. They were recovered
after an intensive ground and sea search.
Radioactive leakage and "convential" explosions
occurred.

At the Kerr-McGee plant in Oklahoma, plutonium
was stored in a desk drawer instead of the
prescribed vault.

On March 11, 1958, a B-47 bomber accidentally
dropped a nuclear weapon in the megation range
over Mars Bluff, South Carolina. The bomb's
explosive "trigger" went off, leaving a crater
75 feet wide and 35 feet deep. One farmhouse
was obliterated. No one was killed.

A 196 9 study by two AEC scientists predicted
32, 000 more yearly deaths from cancer if every
American were exposed to the AEC ' s allowable
radiation doses.
In an AEC lab test in 1970, the key emergency

system for conventional (not breeder) nuclear
reactors failed to work in six out of six trials.
A 1974 AEC investigation showed that radiation
levels in a lunchroom at a Tennessee nuclear
plant were eight times too high.
Accidents have spilled 1, 000 gallons of radioactive
water into the Illinois River, and leaked plutonium
into Ohio' s Erie Canal.
271 fires and 410 contamination cases have
occurred at the A E C ' s only facility for mass

through the roof of the building. If it had,
hundreds of square miles could have been exposed
to radiation.
The Denver Post has reported that workers at this.
plant have a cancer rate seven times higher than
the national average.
The AEC has several times withheld information
until lawsuits forced disclosure.
In 1970 a shipping mix-up accidentally sent a
drum of uranium to Tijuana, Mexico.

On January 21, 1 9 6 8 , a B-52 attempting an
emergency landing at Thule Air Force Base,
Greenland, crashed and burned on the ice of
North Star Bay. The highly explosive components
of all four nuclear weapons aboard went off.
This produced a plutonium-contaminated area at
least 3 00-400 feet wide and 2, 300 feet long.
At a nuclear power plant in West Valley, New
York, a radioactive filter being operated at
pressures far beyond the manufacturer's
specifications was sucked into an exhaust fan
and out the chimney stack. This sent radioactive
dust spewing over the surrounding area "like
snow . "
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Nuclear Power: Capitalism's
Swallowing enough plutonium to barely be seen
would burn the digestive tract, killing

But

Kerr-McGee plant is part of the nuclear
industry's safety""""I:ecord, and must be

quickly and painfully.
Plutonium can also cause cancer.

A

considered in evaluating the safety of

millionth of a gram has caused cancer in

lab animals.

"commercial nuclear power plants."

the careless handling of plutonium at the

nuclear power.
Anyone who stopped to eat at at a restaurant

distributed evenly, could cause cancer in

in Oklahoma during April of 1972 might be

every home on the planet,

especially interested in the following story
from the Rolling Stone article, "Malignant

Giant," March 27, 1975.

CM nuclear�

gtveyouwhtterteeth?

McGee plant were unknowingly splashed with
plutonium.

As of 1975,

Red-hot, they left the plant and

ate lunch in a nearby town's restaurant.

and got scrubbed clean after they came back
however,

alert the restaurant.

Kerr-McGee didn't
Nor did it alert the

AEC, a gross violation of the federal nuclear
code,
By the time the AEC found out about it from
an environmentalist a month later, there was
no way to locate all the other restaurant
patrons short of a massive search,
So the matter was dropped,

Bury plutonium about 70 miles from
Bloomington at Morris, Illinois,
Shoot it to the sun, indeed,

indeed,

Safer to rocket

ourselves to the sun,

CESIUM, STRONTIUM
In a pamphlet printed by the Public Relations
department of the Atomic Industrial Forum,

Cesium is another deadly cancer-causing
radioactive material that is part of the

quoted earlier, there is this statement:

waste from nuclear power plants,

"In nearly two decades of commercial nuclear

On June 8,

power generation, there has been no injury to
any member of the public, no radiatioQ injury
to any plant worker."

steel storage tank in Richland, Washington,

not a barefaced lie is that many nuclear
nu clear facilities other than "commerciai'
nuclear power plants."

That's right, folks, 115,000

gallons of cesium and strontium.

The only reason it's

accidents and safety problems occur at

it was discovered that

115,000 gallons of liquid waste from a carbon
leaked out,

The above statement is malicious, deadly,
evil, and manipulative.

1973,

Previous leaks have dumped J07,000 gallons
into the earth,

mostly cesium,

It is likely that in the Richland leak,
deadly amounts of radioactivity may have
come close to the water table,

In Oklahoma,

a Kerr-McGee plant produced

plutonium fuel rods for a government

sponsored experimental breeder reactor.
Since the Kerr-McGee plant was not engaged
in the business of generating electricity,
the plant's accidents and injury record are
not included in

the accident r€cord of

The Richland leak started about seven weeks
before its discovery,
Methods for discovering leaks are often
crude,

us.eful only in finding huge leaks.

It is entirely possible that several tanks
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If breathed or swallowed, it becomes

"bound" to bone, so that its effects on the
body happen over a period of years, rather
Strontium 90 moves through

soil and water and is absorbed by grass,

It

can easily become part of the milk from cows
grazing on contaminated pastures,

can cause cancer and leukemia,

"TRUST

Strontium

US"

Radioactive waste material from commercial
nuclear power plants gets into the air not

only by accident, but also as a regular part
of the processing.

Almost all of the waste krypton-85 is
released to the atmosphere during processing,

as is about 25% of the tritium used.
Smaller
amounts of xenon-lJJ and xenon-lJl and 90% of

the iodine-129 used are also released to the
air,

The nuke pushers assure us that the amount of
these less-radioactive materials is
"tolerable."

Another trust-us issue is the long-term
storage future of all these deadly wastes,
When push comes to shove, they admit they
have no idea what they're going to do with
this crap.
(Maybe we'll give it to the

civilian population of the next country we
go to war with, for breakfast: "Plutonium-
Breakfast of Champions!")
In 1972 F.K, Pittman, a director of the AEC,
said this about long-term storage of nuclear
power plant waste:

•

-

"While none of the suggested lnng-term
solutions to the problem of permanent
disposal of high-level radioactive waste is
technically or economically feasible today,
the AEC recognizes that one or more may well
offer attractive options in the future,"
And it 1 s men who think like that who hold our
future in their very hot hands.
The men who gave you Hiroshima, Nagasaki,
Viet Nam, the Karen Silkwood affair, the

energy "gap" and then the energy "crisis"

now give you

.

•

•

promises.

Except for the storage of liquid wastes in
tanks, and we've seen how well that works,
all proposals for long-term storage or
disposal of high-level radioactive waste from
the nuclear power industry are just that-
proposals only.

They are at the research and

development stage,

They are not real.
proven ineffective,

'

�

And they are being
one by one,

_

These nuke pushers are not in touch with
reality,
Besides proposing flying wastes

Post reporters
In June,

--..

......

the other poisonous radioactive

material leaked to the earth from the

The workers found out they were contaminated
to the plant;

nobody was quite sure why the

Richland tank began to leak,

than immediately,

In April of 1972 two workers at the Kerr

'

remain undiscovered.

Strontium,

Some experts testify that a

softball-sized amount of plutonium, if

around the country may be leaking and

two of us from the Pnst-Amerikan

staff took a tour of the construction site
of the two planned Clinton Nuclear Power
Plants.
We were told that to tour the actual grounds
we would have to cont'1ct the Decatur
Power Company (IPC) office,

Illinois

which arranges

tours for groups of JO or more after work

hours.

So our "tour" was limited to looking

at various exhibits in a trailer,

viewing

the actual construction grounds through a
picture window, and talking to an IPC public
relations representative.
The PR representative,
job,

who was new to the

showed us around the trailer and

explained the four exhibits.

The exhibits

included a piece of steel-reinforcing rod
used in the base of the nuclear reactor, a

map of the planned recreation area�urrounding
the cooling lake,

an artist's conception of

the finished plant,

and a picture of the

inside of the reactor with a close-up of the
uranium rods.

Post-Amerika n

Last Hurrah
to the sun (one of their saner ideas), they
have seriously considered these "attractive
options":
A,

storing the wastes in caverns excavated

nuclear��ower that I'm not going to cover
Some of these

are:
--Harm to marine environments heated by
return of water used in cooling process,

by nuclear weapons.

B. deposi-:ing wastes in liquid form in rock
caverns,

--Radiation-induced lung cancer in uranium
miners.

storing wastes in bedded salt.

D,

storing wastes in Antarctic ice.

These radioactive wastes must stay out of the
air for anywhere from .500 years to millions
of years.
A.EC regulations now require that high-level
( a process which

isn't yet worked out) and shipped to a few
federal repository within ten years,

--Radiation-induced leukemia and birth
defects.
--Contamination of the planet•s atmosphere to
the point where the planet is unlivable for
most species.
--Dangers to workers at nuclear power plants
during regular day-to-day operations,
Ni1clear power is not safe.

It never will be.

this generation and the next.

They are

playing with the future of life as we know

doesn't exist,

it.

Because of space

.

Life as we know it,

several safety problems involved in using

1974

to protest the

building

of a nuclear plant near his home outs ide

An undercover agent who had been

tailing him reported back that Pomeroy might
be using the group as a front, "possibly for
a Ralph Nader action,"
What that meant was not clear,

But the

undercover agent gave the dossier to
Continental Airlines, where Pomeroy had
worked as a pilot for seven years,

When

Pomeroy, an ex�Marine with no police record
and an impeccable civil image, found out
about the dossier, he went to court, suing
for libel,

slander and a trampling of his

civil rights,

A state senator looked into

the case and guessed that the Texas police
where control of most

people0s lives is entirely out of their

ang energy, tnere a:re

group early in
Dallas.

power are not just playing with the lives of

cesiurn, and strontiurn waste,

.

He was a suspected

Pomeroy had formed a 40-member citizens'

And the men who are trying to sell us nuclear

This federal repository, unlike the

SO ON .

The Texas State Police had Robert Pomeroy
under investigation.

mill operations,

near the surface of the earth,

AND

Nuke
Critics
Harrassed

--Radiation hazards associated with uranium

E. storing wastes in person-made vaults at or

wastes are to be solidified
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subversive, A dossier was being compiled,

C.

plutoniurn,

(Continued from
'
preceding pages)
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hands,

may be a very sorry affair,

but now

may be just the time to change that.
It may

had been put up to the job by the forces
Pomeroy had opposed, the nuclear industry,
The police, while

refusing to say who asked

for the investigation, now claim they have
destroyed their files on Pomeroy and all

be the only time,

other nuclear critics.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Actor Jack Lemmon, serving as narrator,
introduced the documentary:
certain,

"One thing is

The nuclear power plants •

•

•

have

every body connected just a trifle jumpy,"
Entitled "Powers that Be," the television
film was produced in

1971

by Don Widener, an

Emmy w�nner then working for the NBC-owned
station in Los Angeles.

The film, a

r:ri tir�ue of nucle2.r dangers, Tl'ias
CJr-.ce ir: Los Angele:-:: t>-J.t r:_ever

IJO\,,rerf'J.l
�novff.

·1atiOI'.?:,llJ •

-�,::::::,

),

the natic�0s ;:nd
C0!":""1r:,2:..:r�2,r Etr.Cl ;:i _:---1ea1�.1
��·-1c:lE;ar i:'1\·e::-�tor, r.�i2eG ;::;
on Cap it o ·l
EiJl ,bo,o.t Widener's C!:'eciicility.
!Jo

l 3..:r

-;-,

cna.rces

s o me

'._j::::::-i 1/c:J

r;owe::r_'

·,,fcre ever s:ibstantiated

a.re still in litigai:,ion),

(althougY1

But, in

internal merm later subpoenaed in
a

PG&E official confided:

a

ar:

la.wsuit,

"The fact that

NBC is upset at our aggressive approach

(with

Congress) is just what we wanted,"
Award-winner Widener, who is suing

PG&E for

libel, was let go by the network soon after
the documentary and has found little
television work since.
--Both shorts reprinted without permission
from Rolling Stone, March

Clinton plant

'tour'

Wind energy,

The represantative also explained to us

she said,

that nuclear energy was presently the only

in the plains states,

answer to our energy needs, though she did

by tornados.

say that nuclear energy using uranium,

which

would only be possible
and could be destroyed

I didn't know that there isn't

wind in Florida or Oregon.

an

I also found it

is a very limited resource could only work
,
for 20- JO years.
When we a.sked her if the

very ironic that

shP ar,reed and thought nothing of it.

plant is being built in a tornado path.

plant would become useless in

20 to JO years,

amazed.

I was

IPC representative could

talk about how a tornado could make wind
enf;ery ineffective while the Clinton nuclear

It was easy to see where she gets all these

I asked he� why all this money should be put

absurd ideas.

into such a short-term solution.

both swamped with IPC propaganda material.

us that solar,

27, 1975

tidal,

were not realistic,

She told

and wind energy

Her desk and the trailer are

just

and why.

According to the representative, solar energy
is not workable because the delicate

To say the least, we were both very
disappointed in the "tour," as well as
simply amazed by the ridiculousness of the
propaganda that they were trying to feed us.

ecolog.ical balance of the desert would be

So if you would like to take an informative

destroyed by placing solar cells over the

tour of the plant, I suggest you find a

desert. She didn't say anything about the

better way.

ecological balance that IPC is presently
destroying at Clinton.
Her rap on tidal energy was very complete-
"They haven't found a way to use it yet,"

--S.L.

"'so YOU'vE" NEVER W'ORKEI) IN AN
ATOMIC POWER PLANT &FOi\( 1
� IT'S NOT &AD, ONCE YOU GET USED
�
iO GLOWING IN THE 1)1'Q.K."

�
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Nuke Pushers
OK, if nuclear power plants are so
dangerous, so technologically full of
holes, and so economically unsound,
why are there so many of them?
The nuke pushers are on welfare,
that's why.
By the end of 1975, the federal
government had spent $8.25 billion on
industrial nuclear power. That's 85%
more than the nuke industry itself had
invested in all commercial nuclear
power plants then operating.
The government gave the nuke industry
its complex nuclear technology,

developed originally by the government
for warfare.
It gives the industry access to
expensive public facilities.

About this little problem of spending
billions of dollars trying to make
.nuclear power work and only coming up
with more problems:
H. Bowers, a
manager at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, calls it an "unlearning
cure--as you learn more about them, it
costs more to. build them. "

WHY
Why would any group of people commit
themselves to nuclear power
development? Aren't there easier ways
for business kings to make extravagant
profits ?

Im,; firt•d
mu) d1·1t·r111i11alio11 of our
-Sec. JJ'iffim11 Simon

"The· ,.�·,.11·111 of fr1•1· 1•111c'rpris1•

It gives the nukers free liability
(Nobody else is stupid
enough to insure nuclear power plants.)

fnsurance.

tlw imagination

pt>t>plt'.'0

•

•

•

The government gives the industry the
support of costly research and
development, regulatory, emergency,
and planning programs. (They're so
costly because they can't figure out
anything that works.)

So in the U.S, the development of
nuclear reactors began under extremely
favorable conditions,
Highly trained,
competent, guilt-driven scientists
worked in well-equipped labs generously
fund;d by the federal government.
Big bomb industries switched, at least
partially, to developing and making
reactors. Why not--the federal
government was taking all the financial
risks.
John w. Gofman, a professor of medical
physics at the University of
California, �.rkeley, has explained
what happened next.
Gofman states that in our present
technological society, large scale
change comes very quickly and can
affect the entire population.
We do
not have institutions which will
guarantee an early alert to potential
dangerous effects of nsw technology,
like the use of nuclear power.
Therefore, Gofman says, it is likely
that no early feedback will be readily
available about destructive
consequences. So a new technologically�
based industry like the nuclear power
industry will grow quickly, investing
lots of money into the new project.

It gives the industry low-cost fuel
enrichment, waste management, and
security services, such as they are.
It gives industries price guarantees,
and even direct subsidy--plain old no
strings-a ttached money--as an
encouragement to become involved in
nuclear power.

When it becomes obvious that the new

industry is dangerous, the businesses
behind it will already have a huge
financial interest in ignoring the
facts.

(Unlike other welfare recipients,
industries involved in nuclear power
are not forced to stand waiting in
long lines.)

Gofman also mentions fears of losing
prestig e, optimism, and unrealistic
hopes as motiv� tions for s? ie�tists

You remember that highly radioactive,
very deadly waste that the nukers
can't figure out what to do with?
ERDA, the government ' s Energy Research
and Development Administration, is
goi ng to spend $87,7 million just in
this fiscal year to try to come up
with a waste storage solution. It
won't do any good, of course--the
millions spent so far have on ly come
up with more problems--but what else
would we do with that money, anyway?
Probably just throw it away on helping
poor people, or develo
' ping solar
energy, or something else absurd.

consciences by believing that nuclear
energy could be used in good ways.

TABLESCRAPS/ cpf

Hannes Alfven, a 1970 Nobel Laureate
in physics, holds the theory explained
in the next three paragraphs,
When the atom bombs exploded over
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan,
many of the scientists who helped
create the new death monster got
frightened and feeling guilty. Some
of them calmed their not-too-developed

and business k�ngs to remain in the
nuke industry
.•

Frank K. Pittman, a director of the
AEC, testified about why he accepts
nuclear power in March 1973 before the
Subcommittee on State Energy Policy of
the California Assembly . Chairperson
Charles Warren asked whether Pittman
would "as a human being feel better
about life on earth if we could
develop ther means of producing
electricity than, say, nuclear?"

When the Goi·ng Gets Tough,
the Pushers

In case you are unconvinced that nuclear energy

..

is unbelievably unsafe, I am presenting a few
other arguments against it.

somebody' s eye, too.

Nuclear power plants don't work.

U.S . plants

have worked so poorly that it seems almost
certain that the industry will never be able to
pay for itself.

closed in 1972.

There is militant opposition to

the only other one presently being planned for
Barnwell, South Carolina.

It may never open

(with any kind of luck at all).

There have been numerous accidents , shut-downs ,
and absurdly expensive repairs.

The only U. S. reprocess ing

plant that worked, at West Valley, New York,

Several times

plants have .sunk millions of dollars into repairs,
and finally shut down anyway, without ever re
operating.
The supply of raw uranium is very limited. There's
a supply lasting only 20-30 years.

The. nuke

pushers plan to use breeder·reactors, which
supposedly produce more fuel than they consume,
but then these folks plan a lot of things.

Again,

after sinking millions of dollars into trying to
develop a breeder that works, they haven't
succeded.

Money

Several studies run by the AEC and by other experts
have shown that the damage from one nuclear
accident could run to $17 billion or more.
The nuke pushers won't get stuck for the
uninsurable amount, though.

Trouble

The victims of the

accident will.

Without working reprocessing plants, it ' s a
sure thing that nuclear power won't be able to
pay for itself.

In 1957, Congress passed the Price-Anderson
Act.

This limits the financial responsibility of the

nuke pushers for any one nuclear accident to 560

And, of course, a primary attraction to nuclear
power in the first place was that it was going to be
"too cheap to meter . "

million dollars no matter how many people die and
how much property is destroyed.

Any damage

above $560 million is just tough luck for you,
buddy.

Tell me about it.
Pretty grim.
Also, nuclear power is uninsurable.

Insurance

companies consider atomic energy too risky, and
will only insure nuclear reactors for up to $110
million.

The insurance industry' s commitment

The reprocessing of used fuel that we hear so much

to cover nuclear reactors is decreasing rather

about in their propoganda is just a dollar sign in

than increasing, also.

See

You

Around

_And the nuke pushers have already taken at least
one opportunity to show off their financial
irresponsibility.

Pos t-A me r i k an

P i t tman r e s p o n d e d ,

" No ,

f e e l any b e t t e r �

have

to

look

at

th i s

I

and

do n ' t

th ink

I gu e s s

I

fr o m a s t r i c tly

p e rs onal vi ewpo int , and that is that
for the t im e I have t o remain on
e arth , i t pro bably w on ' t aff e c t me
p e r s onal l y , and so from that
s t andp o int I d o n ' t think that nucl ear
e n e r gy - - h aving i t o r no t having i t - 
i s go ing t o make any di fferenc e • .
Be s i d e s not b e ing t o o b r i ght about t h e
c h anc e s o f be ing p e r s o nall y affe c t e d
by nuclear ene rgy , P i t tman d o e s n ' t
have what you m i ght c al l y o ur m o s t
developed s o c ial

c o ns c i enc e .

Yet ano th e r r e a s o n e x i s t s fo r industry
to push nuc l e ar energy rath e r than
s o l ar energy , th e m o s t tal k e d - ab o ut
al t e rnat i v e .

c o urs e ,
is

c an ' t work

that

a s i tua t i o n that

group

to

take

way and

begs

c o ntrol

so

And who

and rake

are

th e s e

group s

in

o f p e opl e who

have taken c o ntrol o f nuc l e ar
and with i t , our l i ve s ?

ene rgy ,

and ut i l i ty c o rp o ra t i o n s r e al i z e d that
nuc l e ar ene rgy was the way t o go , m o s t
o f them inv e s t e d h e avily
indus try .

in t h e new

Pac i fi c

Co ,

Gas

and El e c tr i c

Mc L e an C ounty C i t i z e ns Against t h e
Rat e H i k e w a s d i s app o in t e d t o l e arn

for

exampl e , is t h e nat i o n ' s s e c o nd
l arg e s t p r i va t e p o w e r c o mp any and a
h e avy nuc l e ar inve s t o r .
( GE ) and W e s t ingh o us e
f o r 70-80% o f U . S .

s al e s ,

Five o f th e nat i o n ' s l arg e s t banking
and inve s tment f i rms - - Bank e r ' s Tru s t ,
Chas e Manh a t t an , C i t i bank , Morgan
Guaran t y , and Merrill , Lyn c h - - t o g e t h e r
c o ntrol about 9% o f GE ' s t o t al
o ut s t anding s t o c k and 1 0 % o f
We s t ingh o u s e ' s .
Th e s e

c o ul d

be

Fi r s t

o f all ,

s o l ar

for

al o n g with

b a d f o r own e r s

of

c o ntrol .

Nuc l e ar

en ergy ,

of

are

among the

(NFS ) closed up shop after their fuel reprocessing
plant there proved to be a dismal failure .

N FS ,

o n April 29th, 1 9 7 6 , pulled out and left the State
of New York to deal with 600, 000 gallons of bigh
level radioact-ive liquid waste buried at West

nuc l e ar

industry ,

o il

c o mp ani e s ,

and banks and ut il i t i e s are l i nk e d
t o g e t h e r i n many ways .
Mellon
Nat i o nal Bank s h ar e s d i r e c t o r s w i th
W e s t ingh o us e and Gul f , W e s t ingh o u s e
al s o s h ar e s d i r e c t o r s w i th C i t i bank ,
wh i c h in turn has t i e s to C o n Edis on ,
R o c h e s t e r G a s and El e c t r i c , and L o ng
I s l and L i ght ing .
s h ar e s

d ir e c t o r s

Morgan Guaranty .
t i e s w i th
And

so

with

Texac o

and

Mo rgan Guaranty has

N i agara Mohawk and

Con Ed .

on.

people of New York will have to make up the
difference.
Maybe they 'll just throw the waste out the back
door when nobody ' s looking.

G o o dbye , R i g h t s

next 250, 000--yep, count 'em, 250, 000--years.
Another question raised by nuclear energy is

The waste is contained in a carbon-steel tank
eight feet beneath the ground .

The tank will last,

at the very most, a few decades .

thi s :

In the doomed attempt to make nuclear

power plants safe from terrorists, "acts of God, "
females going through menopause (you know how
crazy they get), and dogs digging for bones, what

NFS could legally do this because o f a generous

will they do with the Bill of Rights ?

contract with the State of New York.
N FS had set up a "perpetual care fund" to cover
di sposal costs, but by 1 9 7 6 , nine years after the
plant was built, only $2. 5 million was left of it.

Many people have expressed concern that when
nuclear energy comes
in full force, civil liberties
·

will go out.

The money did go to the State of New York when
NFS shut down , but it's estimated that ultimate

I don't know how likely that i s , but then they 're

disposal of the waste could cost $600 million.

always looking for excuses to get tough.

The

Power C o mp any .

IPC

it

d e al t

only with
and

fac t s

inv e s tment

c o mpany and d i d not

and

figur e s

r e turn t o the

mention any o f

th e " p e o pl e " c o nc erns wh i c h Mc L e an
C o unty C i t i z ens Agains t t h e Rate H i k e
and o t h e r int e rvenors urg e d them t o
c on s i d e r

in o ff i c i al

t e s t imony :

the

s am e c o nc erns s t r e s s e d at the publ i c
h e aring h e l d in Bl o o mington i n
J anuary .
Al s o

d i s c o uraging

is

the

fact

that

the

ICC allowed a s i z e abl e amount o f
C o n s truc t i o n Wo rks in P r o gre s s ( CWIP )
to be
bas e .

inc l u d e d by IPC in i t s rat e
Th e var i o us gro up s opp o s ing

the rat e h i k e had urg e d the I C C to
d i s al l o w CWIP t o make its c u s t o m e r s

s uppl i e rs ins t e ad o f c i t i z ens ,
parti cularly l o w and f i x e d - income
p e op l e ,

o f the

Valley.
This waste will be extremely poisonous for the

Ill ino i s

The f i v e f i r�s are al s o memb e r s
At o m i c Indu s t r i al Forum , the

Just Get Pushier
In W e s t Valley , New York, Nuclear Fuel Services

to

Th e
had a s k e d for a 14. 7% inc r eas e .
C o mmerc e C onn i s s i o n ' s wr itten
d e c i s i on was e s p e c ially d i s c o u raging :

p ay f o r th e C l int o n nuc l e ar plant
l at e r ,
In t h i s p ro c e e d ing it l o o k s

GE

Al s o , s o l ar , wind , t i dal , and
g e o th ermal energ i e s ar e small s c al e
t e c hn o l o g i e s that c o u l d be k e p t und e r
l o c al

f i rms

hike

top ten s t o c k h o l d e rs in 7 4% of all
u t il i t i e s with nu c l e ar fac il i t i e s .
Th ey al s o have ma j o r h o l dings in s o m e
o f the o i l c o mpani e s ,

Th e

c l o s e l y - r e l at e d f o rms o f e n e rgy l ik e
wind , t i d e , and g e o t h e rmal , are l ab o r 
intens i v e rath e r than c ap i tal 
intens i v e - - th e y would us e mo r e p e o p l e
rather than m o r e mac h ine s .
Th i s i s
g o o d f o r wo rk e r s ,
indus try .

five

p r o -nuc l e ar indu s try l o bby ing group
wh o s e manipul a t i v e p amphl e t , " Nu c l ear
R e a c t o r S af e ty , " I have b e en quo t ing
in my art i c l e s .

a p e opl e ' s

ene rgy ,

s am e

that t h e I l l in o i s C omme rc e C o mmis s i on
has grant e d a 9 - 3% el e c tr i c al rate

of cost

And th e r e are th e " o il " c ompan i e s - 
M o b i l , Exx o n , Gul f , e t c .
Fift e en o f
the l e ading o i l c o mp ani es are invol v e d
in nuc l e ar v e n t u r e s o f s o me k ind ,
m o s tl y uranium min ing and m i l l ing .

ene rgy , raking in f e w e r pro f i t s
industry .

G ETS 9 .33
TOO MU C H

Well , they ' r e p r e tty much t h e s am e o l d
p e o p l e who ' ve h a d c o ntrol all al ong .
Wh e n , in t h e 40 ' s and 5 0 ' s , and o il

nuc l e ar r e a c t o r

ene rgy
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I LLINO I S
P O W E R CO.

f o r s ome

profit s .

G ene ral El e c t r i c
t o g e t h e r ac c o unt

S o l ar

July-August , 1 9 7 7

Welfa re

on
· I'd

Bloom ington-Normal, Illinois

as though t h e p e opl e l o s t .
And t h e
I l l ino i s C o mm erc e C o mm i s s i o n app e ars
to

l i s t en t o

monop o l i s t i c

e n e rgy
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I

How

Nonviolence

I'

I

Worked
at Seabrook
The April 30-May 1 occupation of the Seabrook
Nuclear Power plant site was organized by the
Clamshell Alliance, a coalition of anti-nuclear
power organizations and individuals. Everyone
who occupied the Seabrook site (1 800-2000 people)
was a member of an affinity group and had
undergone nonviolence traini� with that group in
the months preceding the occt,pation . The affinity
groups had 10-20 people in t•m who would
discuss different tactics and IJlilicies of the action
and then send a representati• to a decision-making
body, which would hear the qitinions of all the
groups and then hash out a cOclusion. Everyone
was involved in planning and'.okaying the action,
and everyone agreed on basic rules of nonviolence
before they walked onto the plant site .
Now, if you always thought that nonviolence meant
that you sat calmly while police bashed your head
in and you folded your hands around a flower and
hoped there was a TV camera or newspaper
reporter around to give you good press, you were
wrong. There's more to nonviolent tactics than
that. Here are some of the nonviolent tactics and
accomplishments the Clamshell Alliance people
report:

--At Somersworth armory, arrestees prevented
overcrowding through a sitdown. When the already
crowded inmates heard that four more busloads of
arrestees were on their way, they sat down at the
entrance to compound. The first busload also sat
down when they arrived and heard of the situation.
Finally, the guards made the compound bigger (by
moving barricades to make the guard area smaller),
and the inmates accepted two more busloads, but
told the guards they would not allow the other two
in. Although the guards never officially gave in,
the other two busloads never showed up.
--When jailers at one armory ruled that all in,mates
must wear their shoes at all times , arrestees tied
more than 300 pairs of shoes together in a tangled
mes s in the 'middle of the floor: Guards, not
wanting to untangle the shoes and seeing the
hopeles sness of trying to force inmates to
untangle them and claim them and put them on,
never enforced the shoe rule .
--Jailers at all the armories tried to enforce
segregation by sex. At Manchester, their
announcement was greeted by mass laughter, and
nothing was ever heard about it. At Somersworth,
for three hours guards dragged the sexes apart as
people continually crossed over into the opposite
sections .
- -Armory inmates amused themselves and their
jailers with skits, songs, arul art about nuclear
power and nonviolence . They felt their
entertainment served an educational purpose too:
when the court at Manchester tried to separate
some inmates from their affinity groups by sending
them to different jails , Manchester City Police had
to drag the inmates away because the National
Guardsmen from the armory refused to do it.

Prisoners ref u se
to cooperate
--When the police and national guard removed
2000 demonstrators and arrested 1414 there was
no violence and no charges of resisting arrest.
There were also no dope or liquor charges added
on because the occupiers had agreed to prohibit
them from the site. Therefore, publicity about
the arrests could not be blurred with crap about
riots or mob action or drug-crazed youth, which
the right-wing Manchester Union � would've
loved to do.

--One infrigcment of the prisoners ' rights during
their stay was inadequate notification of their trial
times and dates. Some of them would be called
just a few minutes in advance, when their lawyer
and they were not really prepared at all. On May
1 0 , jailers at Manchester announced right before
"lights out" that 33 people there had to go to court

at 7:30 the next morning. They didn't know before
that that their trials had been rescheduled. The
300 Manchester inmates got up at 6 :3 0 the next
morning and sat in the middle of the floor, with
the 33 due for court randomly among them. They
told t�e Guard they'd have to find the 33 and drag
them away. They promised no cooperation, but
no physical resistance. When the guard would call
names , everyone sould sing and chant and drown
the announcement out. By mid-morning, the guard
annom1ced that the court session was cancelled.
-- Finally, on May 12 the state could no longer
withstand the positive publicity the prisoners
were getting nationwide, the cost of maintaining
them, or the tie-ups in court. The Rockingham
County Attorney (who was officially responsible
for prosecution) got together with Clamshell
representatives and worked out a deal whereby the
prisoners would be tried in groups, pronounced
guilty of criminal trespass with an automatic
appeal and no evidence presented and all released
on personal recognizance (signature, no money) .
The representatives took the deal back to the
armories and got approval of the plan, with the
addition that the deal would apply to� of the 1414
(even those who'd already been tried individually) .
The deal includes a promise that at least one of the
cases will go to the appeals court within six months .
Otherwise, the Clamshell appeals would never be
heard because the process is so slow and selective.

On behalf of the Seabrook 1414, the American
Civil Liberties Union has filed a suit accusing the
state of negligence. Since the Clamshell Alliance
told the police ahead of time how many people
they expected at the occupation and what they
planned to do, the AC LU claims that state officials
and police had time to plan for proper access to
_lawyers and safe, sanitary jailing if they planned
to insist on mas s arrests .
Thanx to Win Magazine, June 16 and 23; Win
Magazine, May 1 9 ; Seven Day s , June 6 ; and New
Times, May 27, for information in these Seabrook
articles .

--When the police tried to arrest only male
occupiers, the women of each affinity group fought
this sexism by surrounding the men. Police
finally arrested females , too.

Bail so l i darity
- -One of the most important tactics of the Seabrook
1414 was Bail Solidarity : the occupiers agreed not
to let the state give personal recognizance bail
(signature only) to some and cash bail to others.
Each arrested pers,on refused to pay bail or fines
unless the same deal was offered to all other
arrestees, forcing the state of New Hampshire to
jail them for almost two weeks (until they were all
released on personal recognizance pending appeal)
at a cost of $50, 000 a day. The normal prison
population for the whole state is 300-400 people.
The arrestees were locked up in four armories
as temporary jails--Somersworth, Manchester,
Dover, and Concord.
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the stink over

In January 1 976, Ron Rick climbed a weather
tower and spent 32 chilly hours there to protest
construction of the nuclear power plant at Seabrook,
New Hampshire.
18 protesters were arrested on August 1, 1 976 for
occupying the site of the Seabrook plant.
180 protesters were arrested occupying the site
again on August 22, 1 976.
On May 1, 1 977, 1800 protesters occupied the site
again. 1414 of them were arrested.
They pledge to return with nine more protesters
each.
The city of Seabrook has twice voted NO on the
construction of the plant.

PSC chose an area that really needs the 2500 jobs
the plant would create. The company propaganda
doesn't mention that although 2500 people may be
employed on the initial construction, only 125 to
150 people will work at the completed facility .
Nor does it mention that no industry in the country
creates fewer jobs per dollar than nuclear power
after the initial construction.

No matter how much electricity is needed, though,
investors need money . And utilities is where the
money' s at, if uppity consumers don't screw it all
up. The New Hampshire Public Utilities
Commission (something like our Illinois Commerce
Commission) has authorized a 14% annual return
for utilities investors. That' s a huge return on
an investment, and the money for it will be built
into electric rates.

Also, when the plans for the nuke were first
publicized (1971-3), PSC could cite increasing need
for energy to promote it. Now, since the energy
crunch and heavier conservation, PSC's present
generating capacity has been more than twice the
average hourly sales for the past two years, and
PSC could produce 40% more electricity than the
state' s peak electrical demand. The state already
has more generating capacity than it needs, and the
Seabrook plant would double that capacity.

Seven surrounding cities have also voted NO on it.

But investors may never get to the point of raking
in the dough, because PSC is already in trouble
on the money end, as well as the enviromental and
ethical ones. The co�t of the plant has gone from
estimated $9. 73 million, to $1. 6 billion, to $2. 5
billion. Three other utilities have pulled out of
their commitments to help finance the plant
because its future looks so costly and shaky.

.

Activists like the Clamshell Alliance are helping
Seabrook Nuke's future to be even costlier and
shakier.

New Hampshire citizens known for their staid
conservatism, donated fruit, vegatables, and
cheese to imprisoned protesters in May.
Why?
'
seabrook has become the front line in the war
against nuclear power. One of the basic principles
of those staid, conservative New Englanders is that
of Home Rule, which was clearly violated when
N. H. Governor Meldrim Thomson encouraged
Public Service Company (PSC) to ignore the city
referendum results ,. saying that it was just "an
opinion vote" and "non-binding". Naturally , many
citizens were outraged. Ironically, Thomson was
heavily pro-home rule in his last campaign.
Ironically, Public Service Company is a private
company controlling 90% of the state' s energy.

S e abr o o k votes n o
New Hampshi:cites voted NO on the nuclear plant
for good reason. First, the plant' s proposed
cooling system would pump 750, 000 gallons of
ocean water per minute through the plant, and then
pump it all back into the ocean 40 degrees F .
hotter . This would hurt the commercial and
recreational fishing industry, killing 5% of aquatic
life within a 2 . 5 mile radius of the plant, forcing
some kinds of fish to move elsewhere, and killing
clam, lobster, and fish larvae as they are smashed
against the screen across the intake tunnel. The
water's heat would also attract other kinds of fish,
which would then die if the nuke were to shut down
in the future (a very likely happening). The
ecological balance off New Hampshire' s coast will
never be the same, and New Hampshire only has
20 miles of coast.
The Enviromental Protection Agency approved this
cooling system in mid-June, under pressure. If the
EPA had required PSC to build cooling tower:;; to
cool the water down before returning it to the ocean,
the extra expense would be more than the PSC
could bear, and the plant would have to stop.
Another problem with the Seabrook plant is that
evacuation of the area in case of a nuclear
disaster or near-disaster would be practically
impossible. Seabrook is one of a string of small
communities , popular with summer vacationers,
all connected by one two-lane blacktop road, Route
1 . That road couldn't get the locals and the
summer people out fast enough under any
evacuation plan.
The economics behind the Seabrook plant are a lot
like those behind our Clinton plant.
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WARNING:
NUCLEAR RADIATION
IS HAZARDOUS
TO YOUR HEALTH.
Your government wants you to be aware
of the dangers of smoking.
So it req.uires that a warning
come with the product.
Your government does not
want you to be aware of the dangers
of nuclear energy.
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Nuclear critic meets
suspicious death
Karen Silkwood

Karen Silkwood knew too much about nuclear
power--and she paid for that knowledge with
her life.
Silkwood was a laboratory technician at
Kerr-McGee's plutonium plant near Oklahoma
City from late summer, 1972, until her
death in November 1974.
She joined the union (Oil, Chemical, Coal,
and Atomic Workers,-OCAW), and she became
a member of the three-person steering com
mittee in 1974. The plant workers at that
time were very concerned about the safety
hazards at work. Plutonium is so dangerous
that to swallow any visible quantity of it
means quick, painful death, and swallowing
or breathing it ma.y end in cancer in 15-20
years. Workers at Kerr-McGee (and as it
turned out later, the Atomic Energy Commis
sion, too) were aware of many s lin-ups, ac
cidents, and faulty equipment. The workers
wa.nted lots of safety,improvements worked
into the next union contract. In early fall, 1974, the OOAW steering com
mittee was compiling a list of safety abuses
to use in upcoming contract negotiations.
Silkwood was active in this, with a special
interest in it because she'd been contamin
ated by an accidental release of airborne
plutonium that July. She flew to Washington,
re, to discuss the Kerr-McGee workers' situa
tion with International OOAW official Steve
Wodka.
She told him that besides all the accidental
safety abuses, she suspected that tests on
the plant's product--plutonium fuel rods-
were destined for Richland, Wash.,_ _ where
they were going to be used tn an experimen
tal reactor in 1978.
Wodka knew that if
badly-made rods were placed in the reactor
the resulting accident could expose thous
ands of people to radiation. Silkwood sus
spected that records were being doctored and
X-ray photos of the rods were being touched
up.

Wodka told her to go back to the plant and
collect evidence.
She agreed. Back at work,
she started snooping around and compiling
pages of notes in a manila folder.
Wodka
has a tape of a phone call in which she told
him that she had hard proof--photos of weak
welds on okayed full rods--and was certain
to get more.
What she was up to got around in the plant.
Most people at least suspected t}}at she was
building a dossier.
On Nov. 5,6, and 7,
monitors at work registered Silkwood as con
taminated, both on her skin and internally, and no one knew where the :radioactive mater1a.l was coming from, Fa.ch day she went
through the rigorous decontamination process
(scrubbing off the top l:ayer of skin with
a mixture of Tide and Clorox) and each day
she mysteriously showed· up contaminated a
gain.

Contaminated Food
Finally Kerr-McGee people went to her apart
ment and found it completely :radioactive.
They found the source of the plutonium in
packages of bologna and cheese in the ref
rigerator. They had to burn or bury in a
nuclear dumping ground everything in her a
partment.
Silkwood, her roommate, and her
boyfriend were flown to Les.Alamos,
New Mexico, for fuller radioactivity testing.
She flew back on Nov. 12, and spent the day
Nov. 13 working on contract negotiations
with the other steering committee members.
They finished up work at a cafe -in Crescent,
JO miles from Oklahoma City. Silkwood was
supposed to meet Wodka and a New York Times .
reporter at the Oklahoma City Holiday Inn
that night at 8100 and hand over her dossier.

Seven Daye

One of the union members has signed a sworn
affidavit that she left the cafe at 7:15 with
a manila folder of papers one inch thick.
She was very excited and said that it con-•
tained proof that quality control records
were being falsified, She was hopeful that
the union and the New York Times publicity
would force Kerr-McGee to clean up its act.
At 8105, a truck driver saw her car in a cul
vert by the highway just 7 miles from Crescent.
She was in it, dead. The Oklahoma Highway
Patrol claims that she fell asleep at the
wheel, the car crossed the highway and went
off the left side, and crashed into a con
crete culvert, killing her instantly.
Kerr-McGee officials agree with the Highway
Patrol, and back it up with the fact that
Silkwood had been taking prescribed
Qualudes for her nerves over the last week.
Kerr-McGee even tries to push the theory
that Silkwood, a hysterical woman, contam
inated herself to embarrass the company and
carried plutoniWn home to her apartment con
cealed in her asshole.)
But union officials thought it was awfully
fishy that she'd fall asleep within the first
7 miles of a 30-mile drive, expecially con
sidering how excited and hopeful she was
about the meeting she was headed for. So
they hired a professional auto-crash inves
t1ga.tor, A.O. Pipkin of Dallas, to look at
the accident scene and the car. He says
that people run off the right side of the
highway when they fall asleep, not the left;
in fact, highways are bullt slightly higher
in the center so that cars will drift over
to the side without crossing other lanes.
He also fo\llld two fresh dents in the rear of
Silkwood's car, which under a microscope
appeared to be from metal-on-metal impact.
He concluded that her car had been bashed
in the rear by another vehicle, throwing it
skidding out of control across the highway.
Three other autoc:cash experts who ca.me
later independently agreed with Pipkin's
conclusions.

Evi"ence Disappeared

But the most eerie and suspicious thing
about Silkwood's accident is that no manila
folder of papers was ever fow1d in the ca�
or at the scene of the c�sh. Although
Wodka found her uncashed paycheck on the
ground at the scene, the folder of damning
evidence has completely disappearea.red,
Since the Silkwood disaster, the AEx:: has
come up with confirmations of 20 out of
39 safety abuses documented by the union,
although the AEx:: still supports the High
way Patrol/Kerr-McGee version of Silkwood's
de ath. · The Kerr-McGee p lutonium oper ation
has shut down, probably due to government
second t houghts about fast-breeder re act,?rs.
Between Silkwood's accident and t he shut
applicants lie-detector tests asking things
like whether they knew Silkwood, whether

they ever talked to newspaper reporters,
whether they liked the union, etc. One of
Silkwood's fellow steering committee members
was fired for refusing to take the test,
The other was trasferred to work at a re
mote warehouse.

The U.S. House Subcommittee on Energy and
the Enviroment heard evidence on the Silk
wood case in Spring 1976. The main testim
ony against Silkwood �nd the union came from
pro-nuke Jacque Stoujy, adherent of the
hysterical woman theory, who later was ex
posed as a right-wing FBI informer since the
early sixties, The committee began to sus
pect an FBI coverup when Sroujy had docu- _
ments that the FBI had repeatedly denied
the committee itself access to.
The Committee also heard evidence over
whelmingly confirming Silkwood's ac
cusations about the Kerr-McGee operations
and has found that t he AEC, while publicly
vouching for the safety of the plant, cir
culated internal memos voicing concern about
whether Kerr-McGee management was as safe
from contamination as it could be.
The Kerr-McGee plutonium plant was built on
a flood plain and in the middle of a tornado
alley. Once plutonium is let loose in the
atmosphere, it is deadly for 25,000 years,
can't be recaptured or destroyed, and is
highly combustible.
I n 1971, Larry Bogart, the coordinator of a 40state coalition of anti-nuclear power groups,
was rllll off t he road on his way to give an
important anti-nuke speech. He says his car
has been tampered with two other times.
In light of all the evidence, maybe hyster
ical is the sane way to be if you know too
much about nuclear power.
--Phoebe Caulfield

Thanx to these sources:
Kohn's "Malignant Giant" and B,J, Phillips'
article give more details on the Silkwood
death and K-M plant.

Galazen, Thomas,"U.S, Investigation of
Silkwood Death is Underway."Environment
Action Bulletin, 7 August 1976, pp.2-3.
Kohn, Howard, "Malignant Giant:
The
Nuclear Industry's Terrible Power and How
It Silenced Karen Silkwood," Rolling
Stone, 27 March 1975, pp. 43-46.
Kohn, Howard. "Shutdown at Oklah?ma's
Kerr-McGee:
The· End of a Plutonuim
Relationship." Rolling Stone, 4 Dec.
:1.975, P• 32.
Phillips, B.J, "The Case of Karen
Silkwood," Ms., April 1975, pp. 59-66 .
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Rasmussen's pro·nuke ·report not reliable
The Nuclear Regulatory commission (NRS ) , the
"new improved" version of the AEC, publ.ished
the final report of a four-year $5 million
. Reactor Safety Study (RSS ) in late 1975. Its
cheerful conclusions have been used to defend
nuclear power by former AEC chairperson Dixy
Lee Ray, among others.
The Reactor Safety Study is called the
Rasmussen Report after its part-time director
and main spokesperson, Norman c . . . you
guessed it Rasmussen, chairperson of MIT'S
nuclear engineering department .
• . .

The design of only two reactors was analyzed
in detail . The results of the study mean
nothing whatsoever if there's a real lemon
out there somewhere .
When crucial num�ers weren't available, they
were just guessed at. ("Here , Ernie, you
flip the coin--I'm tired of it." ) Different
investigators might have guessed at numbers
ten to one hundred times larger or smaller
than those used in the study, with just as
much or more reason.

When reading articles that use the
Rasmussen report to "prove" the safety of
nuclear energy , we should also remember that
it explores only reactor safety , This
means that accidents during transport of
radioactive waste, leakage of stored waste,
cancer increases from"tolerable" radiation
levels, etc . , are not considered at all ,
Also, the accuracy of computer programs this
. study used to project hypothetical odds have
been seriously questioned by other experts
and members of the scientific/academic
establishment ,

The Rasmussen report is so misleading, it's
almost useless ,
The Reactor Safety Study itself is 2 , 400 pages
long and so technical it' s unreadabl e for most
people. Therefore, a 12-page Executive Sum
mary was published .
Graphs in this summary lead one to believe
that reactor accident dangers are small com
pared to ordinary day-to-day dangers ( car
accidents , etc . ) ,
However, these graphs show neithe:r the most
important effects of a reactor accident nor
the great difficulty in predicting the pos
sibility of a reactor accident happening ,
For example:
Entire categories of accident-causing events,
like earthquakes & fires, were not considered
with acceptable analysis.
Sab�tage ( on-purpose destruction ) was not
even considered at all.
There wasn ' t adequate analysis of the pos
sible breakdown of emergency systems under
accident· conditions; such a failure would
fill the reactor building with superheated
steam & water , (And this has been a big
trouble spot for the nuke pushers , )
The increase in parts failures as plants
get older was not taken into account ,

nuclear testing reports

cpf

.Solar power: safe, clean, cheap, plentiful
.

In a year, the u.s. uses slightly
less 'energy than is contained in the
sunlight falling on Lake Erie's
surface in 2.!!2. day.
Less than one percent of the sunlight
falling on the U.S. mainland could
supply all our current energy needs.
The technology for changing sunlight
to power for our use is well
.
developed.
Solar power already
provides electricity on satellites
and remote power stations.
It can
also produce heat, both low-grade
heat for running air conditioners,
space heaters, etc., and high-grade
heat over 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit
for scientific and industr'ial uses.
Certain forms of solar power are not
yet economically realistic.
However, �here are other forms of
sola: power besides the changing of
sunlight to electricity by using
solar cells.
(Solar cells are small
rectangular slices of specially
treated silicon, which convert
sunlight directly into electricity�)
Another form of solar power is the
trapping, storing, and use of the sun
sun's heat for heating and cooling
buildings.
A solar "black-box," a
glass-covered gadget, traps the sun's
h�at and transfers it to a liquid
like water.
The liquid is then
stored and used in a regular heating/
air-conditioning system.

The National Solar Heating and
Cooling Information Center reports
that one wall of the center is a
large U.S. map with pins �ndicating
the location of solar-heated and
cooled houses. In June there were
1,500 solar-heated houses, and dozens
of pins are added every week.
According to one of the study's
authors, Dr. George Lof, a strong
well-planned program of research and
development (R & D) would make solar
heating & cooling in houses widely
available in ten years.
But the federal government has
much less than one per cent of
billions it sinks into nuclear
toward R & D for solar heating
cooling.

put
the
energy
and

Economically, solar power makes much
more sense than nuclear.
Solar power
costs won't rise much, since the
energy (sunlight) itself is free and
limitless. Nuclear costs go up every
day, and there is nothing to show
that pattern will ever change.
'
The control of solar power would also
be less centralized than with nuclear
power, perhaps making it more of a
people's power.
This could
especially be true since a victory of
solar over nuclear power would
probably be the signal of progressive '
changin' times, anyway.

Solar power would be better for
workers in several ways. Solar :power·
construction and maintenance relies
heavily on people's labor, while
nuclear power depends heavily on
machines.
And, of course, a change
to solar power would mean, the end
of the terrible danger involved in
working for nuclear plants.
No great technological breakthrough
is needed to make wide-spread solar
power a reality.
One solar engineer
has said, "It's the most trivial kind
of technology imaginable. "
Environmentally, solar power for
low-grade heat is ideal.
No special
land space is required for power
plants or transmission lines.
No
scarce fuel resources would be used.
No deadly radioactive wastes would
be left behind for.future generations.
While nuclear power is the best and
last (one way or another) expression
of mindless concern for profits,
solar power may be the first
expression of rational problemsolving on mass scale.
·
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Follu aay tliat °" niglit• Ii/CAI tliil, wlien tlie air ii still and tlie
lium'idity liigli, tlie gliost of Henrick Hwhon can be seen
tlirowing up beliind tliat bus�-·"

On June sixth about thirty folks from
Bloomington, Champaign-Urbana, and
Springfield met together in Urbana to
form a regional group opposed to the
Clinton Nuclear Power Plant.
Concern centered around stopping the
Clinton nuclear plant, but there was
uncertainty as to where to focus the
opposition.
Some of the strategies
discussed were1
regulatory fights;
local advocacy, such as putting
pressure on city councils; bill payer
action, putting funds in an escrow
account; harassment of Illinois Power
executives; educational campaigns;
cultural work such as guerilla
theater; and local referenda.
Research pro.jects are being undertaken
by various members of the group
because it was felt that we all needed
to be more informed on the issues.
Reports will be given at the next
regional meeting in July in Urbana.
All of the groups from the various
localities felt that local organizing
in their own communities was important
at the present time.
The name we chose is Prairie Alliance,
and at the present moment our central
information storage center will be in
the Horizon Bookstore in Urbana.
If anyone is interested in more
information she/he can call Sue at
828-8988 or Chris or Sue at 828-6935.

Where you can read
more about
wer
r
n
The following is only a partial.list of books
about the problems of nuclear energy. But
it's certainly more than enough to keep you
busy for a-few months,
All of the books
listed are available through EARS,

Scortia and Robinson. The Prometheu5

fiction--nur.lear holo�t.

�·

Environmental Action Foundation. Countdown
to � Nuclear Moratorium. first overview
of nuclear power controversy.
Berger, John J. Nuclear Power, the Unviable
Option. Essential facts. --

Hayes, Dennis.

Nuclear Power 1 the

Fifth

Evaluates futur;Qf nucl;r

Horseman.
power.

Environmental Action of Colorado.
The
Directory of Nuclear Activists. Goals,
resources, caIJ?-bilities and activities of
over 250 groups.
Commoner, Barry.

� � !2!,

l!:conomic & ethical matters'.

Metzyer, H. Peter,
The Atomic Establishment.
AEC and its relationship-s-. -Gofman, John W. and Tamplin, Arthur R..
Di3cusses questions un
Poisoned Power.
answered by nuclear power spoke�people,
&::CS Hearings.

As�essment of the emergency core cooling systems rulemaking hearings.

We Almost Lost Detroit.
Fuller, John G.
True account of nucl�cident.
Sternglass, Professor E.J. Low-level
Claims of discovery of previously
Radiation.
unsuspected deadly effects of "low-level"
radiation.

McPhee, John. The Curve of Binding Energy.
Prospect of private nuclear proliferation.
Environmental Action Foundation. Taking
Charges
A New Look at Public Power,
Environmerit&:l"and social benefits of public
ownership of electric utilities.

Curtis, Richard and Hogan, Elizabeth.
of the Peaceful Atom.
(Not listed in
catalog.)

Environmental

Perils

�

Nucle�nergy dangers.
SOLAR ENERGY

Portola Institute and others. Energy Primer.
Introduction to solar, water, wind and biofuel
energy.
Halacy Jr., D.S.

Energy·

The Coming � of Solar
History and new concepts.

Tu.niels, Farrington,
Direct Use of the Sun's
All aspects of solarenergy
pli
�·
cations.

ap

Clegg, Peter. �Low-Cost Sources of Energy
for the Home.
Basic principles and how-to of
solar, wind, water, methane, and wood energy
systems described clearly.
Keyes, John.

Environmental Action, Inc.

The Poverty 2.f Power

Energy and the Economic Crisis. Strikes to
the heart of our overall difficulty.

Environmental Action foundation. How to
Challenge Your Local Electric Util'itY.
Organizing manual.

Lovins, Armor:v and Price John.
Nonnuclear
�Ethical Energy.
Futures a

I DON'T KNOW WHAi
WENT W'RONG S\1�! 11
ALL StfOWED sb MUCH
PROMISE/

National environmental bi

topics,

Rifas, Leonard. All Atomic Comics.
- .
- -- --Educational comicbook

k' Ford, Dan and Kendall, Henry.

weekly.

Envirol'!lllental Action Foundation. The Power
Line, 'Monthly newsletter-current utility

The Union of Concerned Scientists.
The Nuclear� Cycle. Examination
of nuclear fue:l.

Strategy.

Action Magazine.

exposed

The Solar Conspiracy.·

Claims

of criminal conspiracy.
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up our future

without

The following list is a bunch of suggestions for
action to take against nuclear energy. It's a long

a

figit

(See related story. )

If you're good at re-writing technical stuff to

that you're both into and able to do.

11.

1. Support anti-nuke groups by b uying T-shirts,

power and submit them. to a newspaper or

make it easier for readers to understand, translat

some of the more difficult articles on nuclear

One such group is EARS

(Enviromental Action Reprint Service).

For their

catalog, write 2239 East Colfax, Denver, Colorado,

80206 .

magazine.
f

e i

a
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nuclear power.

e
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Give money to non-profit anti-nuke groups.

some free time for this kind of thing.

3.

Make contributions to a non-profit bookstore or

13.

newspaper to stock books and publish information
on nuclear power.

ask

They're supposed to set aside

2.

4.

�

Get in touch with the local anti-nuke group.

10 .

list, but it's not long in order to scare you off.
Hopefully, it will instead give you at least one idea

bumper stickers, etc.

Are you a cartoonist? Do some anti-nuke

ones and get 'em published.

Buy extra issues of magazines and newspapers

that carry anti-nuke articles and leave them at

your workplace, in public bathrooms, laundromats
and bus and train stations, and give them away to

your friends. If there is a bulletin board or coffee

table at your workplace or where you hang out,

xerox your favorite anti-nuke article and post it
there.

5.

Rent an anti-nuke film (also available through

LN_S

EARS) and give a public or private showing.

6.

14 .

�

�

print it.

magazines, telling them you'd like to see them

and ask if they have anti-nuclear power information
available.

8 . Write to Task Force Against Nuclear Pollution,
153 E. Street S.E. , Washington, D. C., 20003, and
ask them for copies of their clean energy petition.
Read up on nuclear power and be prepared to

�

I
I
�
I�

Do you silkscreen? Design your own anti

16.

Write to Jimmy Carter and tell him you agree�

with his anti-breeder stand, but that you're also
against "conventional" reactors and why.

Tell

him you voted for him because he was against
breeders, even if you haven't voted since the

50's
17.

GET MIUT ANT! !

Dust off your marching

shoes and prepare for the struggle.

explain your stand.

�
�

15.

nuke t-shirt.

Write to other sources of information-

companies· that make tapes for the blind, etc. --

9.

I!
I
I
I�
�I
I
�
I
I�
I
I
I�·
�·
I
I
I
I
I
I

Do you write? Write a children's book about

nuclear energy and get an alternative press to

Write letters to bookstores, newspapers, and

carry anti-nuke information.

7.

'

_

�

�
�

I
I
I
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Nuclear power means neve: ha�ing
time to say you're sorry; Capitalism's
last hurrah; Solar energy; When the
going gets tough, the pushers just get
pushier; Nuke pushers on welfare;
Nuclear power--how it works; Report
seen as pro-nuke unreliable; Don't
give up without a fight!; and Where to
read about nuclear power • • •

.. .for:

Alfven, Hannes. "Fission Energy and Other Sources
of Energy." booklet, copyright 1974 .

"Alternative Energy Sources." EARS Energy
Catalog No.

j,

pp. 3-4.

Beer, Richard and Biskind, Peter.

"West Valley:

the tombstone of nuclear power?" Seven

·

Days, 28 March 1977 pp. 3, 5-6.

Broken Arrows. Nuclear Accidents Admitted by
the Pentagon.

�

Radical Digest--booklet.

Browning, Frank, "'!'.he Nuclear Wasteland."
New Times.

"Can we fuel a clean world?" Newsweek, 12
June 1972 .

Clark, Wilson. "The Case for a Nuclear

Moratorium. " reprinted from Environmental

Action magazine.

Denenberg, Herbert S. "Nuclear Power:

Uninsurable." booklet reprinted from The
Progressive, 1974.

Diamond, Stuart of Newsday. "Solar energy center
has all the answers." The Daily Pantagraph,

15 June 1977 .

Gofman, John W. Nuclear Power and Ecocide:

An Adversary View of New Technology."

booklet reprinted from The Bulletin of the

Atomic Scientists. copyright 1971.

Gofman, John W. "The Case for a Nuclear

Moratorium. " reprinted from Environmentaf

Action magazine.

Gravel, Senator Mike.

"The Case for a Nuclear

Moratorium. " reprinted from Environmental

Action magazine.

r.:- .

,

Johns, Lisa, "Nuclear Economics and the Ermrgy
----------

Complex.''

Nuclear Power.!!!!!,�

Alternatives, April 1977, pp. 17-18.
Kohn Howard. "Malignant Giant." Rolling Stone,

27 March 1975, pp. 42-46, 58-59, 61-62.

Levin, Paul. "Is Clinton's nuclear power plant

safe?" The Daily Pantagraph, 29 February

1976 .

FIGHT

"Nuclear flaw being probed." The Daily
Pantagraph, 16 June 1977.

"Nuclear Power." EARS Energy Catalog No •
pp. 15-19.

NUCLEAR

"Nuclear Power, What and Why?" Illinois Power
Company pamphlet.

The Union of Concerned Scientists.
von Hippel, Frank.

Scientists, February 1977, ,PP· 42,.-47 .

at

the

Wesley

&th,

The Daily Pantagraph, 8 January 1976.

Church

CHILD CARE PROVIDED
for more information call 828-8988 or 828-6935

reaction." Seven Days, 14 March 1977, pp.

36-37.

"Nuclear wastes draw little flak in Morris."

7:30-9:30,

Metho d ist

Wasserman, Harvey. "The coming nucll:!llr

Weisman, Joel D. of The Washington Post.

ALLIANCE

July

"Looking back on ttre

Rasmussen report. " Bulletin of the Atomic

COME TO THE MEETING OF THE BLOOMINGTON-NORMAL CHAPTER OF THE

Wed n esd ay ,

The Nuclear

Fuel Cycle. The MIT Press, 1975 .

POWER
PRAIRIE

.§_,

Welch, Bruce L. "Fission: the FawitianDream-
Nuclear Energy on the Dole." The Nation,

26 February 1977, pp. 231-235 .

·:...

All unsigned Nuke articles by Alice Wonder

Knocks Poetry Review
Dear Posts
This missive is in response to your review of
the recent publication of Men At � which
appeared (page 29) in the June 1977 edition
of your paper.
Several misrepresentations and inconsistencies
were in evidence, and I feel I should clear
these things up imm�diately.
Why I, the editor/publisher of this literary
endeavor, was never contacted for the pertinent
information concerning Men At Words is beyond
me. Indeed, I had no idea arevleW was even
being considered. by ,Your organization until
your paper was sent to me via one of my
contributors. I ask you, is publicity of this
nature fair to a st�uggling, independent,
an alternate press? (It undoubtedly will be
deemed just, but this is not the point at
hand.)
First off; the literary scheme, of which Men
At Words is but an offshoot, began in February
of 1977. Originally, there were two
Anthologies planned: Men and Women. The
women's anthology (as yet untitled) is
currently in the developing stages and as yet,
no date had been established for publication,
It is the Wornout Press' next committed venture
and will contain works from the women of
McLean County, Illinois,
So, the title of Men At Words (which you seem
unduly distressed--a:bout) is aesthetically
consistent with its contents. This is a men's
anthology filled with men's words: this is
the elusive "male collective identity" that
you have overlooked because of its simplicity.
The title suggests just this: seven men giving
seven different variations and combinations of
words. The anthology need not go to the added
expense of publishing/printing an extra page
devoted to nothing but an explanation of its
title which is, in itself, self-explanatory?
D.L, Bolender's suggestion of accidental
consistency is in error. My familiarity and
subsequent choice of these six (excluding my
own work, for the time being) poets for this
anthology was anything but accidental. While
McLean County does not offer the editor an
abundance of literary talent, there is an
adequate supply to insure a critical selection
of work which provides an artistic success to
any publication, These six poets, with a few

As I previously stated, the "male collective
identity" which Koos has stated does not exist,
in fact, does, The strength of this anthology·
as a male collective venture is that it makes
no grandiose claims to unity or pretenses
toward more communal ideas. It is random and
alternates spontaneously from fire to ice.
It embraces a form of infinity and the futility
of that infinity (because we can only
subjectively understand it.) It ranges with
a certain courage that says it has nothing to
hide. The weakness and absurdity read hand in
hand along with the developed and strong.
My last question may seem petty to you from my
standpoint, but I feel that if you're going to
review an anthology of poets (be it men, women,
or both) it is in the better interests of
journalism to devote equal time to all the
poets contained in the publication, This
should be especially true when dealing with
an anthology having a limited number of poets,
Why were six reviewed and one omitted from
criticism?
In future reviews, I think you should stop
quibbling with titles and metaphysical
assumptions thereof (it limits the effectiveness
of your, otherwise, reasonable abilities of
objective analysis) and involve yourself more
in criticisms that deal with the meat of the
matters-at hand. Which in this case is the
poetry.
Overall, your review is a positive one and
could be a valuable asset in helping the
people of McLean County locate and dig the
words of their poets.
peace
Terence M. Fitzgerald
Editor/Publisher
The Worn-Out Press
June 14, 1977
Warsaw, Missouri
.Post-Note 1 Terry had already left town when
I prepared my review, so I talked with
contributors Bolender and Koos,--P.C.

exceptions, are the best McLean County has to
offer; and editorially speaking, it is with
the guts and souls of these same six that Men
At Words takes shape and stands beside other
anthologies of our time. Like it or not it is
� � which has taken place among the - boundaries of reality and demands to be
contended with.
On several occasions we met to rap out the
"goals and visions" of the collection. As time,
was in short supply we all decided to indulge
:tn self-editing with the one exception that I
was to have final editorial judgement over what_
appeared in actual nrint,

WIN/cpf

Post Victim of Hoax?
Post Amerikan:
Much as I hate to admit it, but the P-A has
been victim of a hoax. I refer to the
Alternative News Service brief in your June
issue about duck eggs. The point of the
story was a comparison between the amount
of verbiage in the Lord's Prayer (56 word�,
if you're Roman Catholic), the Declaration of
Independence (300 words), and the Ten
Commandments with a European Common Market
directive on the e:qiort of duck eggs that
contains 26,911 words.
Now this is a nice story, contains a nice
contrast between bureaucratic writing and the
clear-thinking.directives of our ancestors.
It's always nice to get in a good jab at the
bureaucrats, whenever possible. Unfortunately,
the story isn'-t tru·e,
There is no directive on the export of duck
eggs containing 26 , 911 words, The report of
such is a hoax, one tha t has amazingly been
perpetrated since the twenties. Every now
an d then, a member of the news media swallows
the story. It doesn't always concern duck
eggs--sometimes other foodstuff is involved-
but the number, 26 , 911 , is always the same.
CBS News, in fact, reported the same sto:r)r
several months ago. Jack Anderson did
sometime in the fifties. (The CBS News _story
didn't concern duck eggs, but I can't at the
moment recall what,) It's an amazingly
persistent fantasy, sort of like the one
about Dillinger and the Smithstonian (you
know that one, don't ya?), and one can
understand its instant appeal to a news
editor looking for a short snappy story that
zings right into the fact of seemingly
omnipotent jargonism, It'd be great if it
were true,
Oh well.

At least the P-A is in good company,
Bill Sherma n

Typist's Note1
Just checking to see if you would catch it,
congratulations!! You win a free subscription
to Bloomington-Normal's finest alternative
humor rag, Ludicrious Situations Ltd,
...
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Hairstyling- Professional,
Knowledgeable, Affordable.

.. WOMEN & -MEN MAY CALL 452-9812 FOR APPOINTMENTS
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Says Post Sexist

..

Also Says
Post Sexist

_Says Post

Dear Post,

Dear Post1

I object to the Man-Ding-go's ad you
printed iast month. On page two, yo�r
paper claims to be anti-sexist.
Then
why did you publish an ad that. clearly
uses women's appearance as a sales
gimmick? The objects sold in the
.
store aren't even shown .in or related
to the picture; evidently, we're
supposed to go to the store just
because they have "cute chicks"
working there.
Well, I won't. I
think the ad is disgusting.

I was surprised and disappointed by
the Man-ding-go ad in the June issue
of PDst-Amerikan.
Has your collective consciousness
level slipped? Or have your feminists
fled to more equal ground?
I realize you have deadlines to meet
and are pressed for time, but who
proof-reads your paper? I also
realize that you need ads to support
the Post, but come on now! "People
who need people" are not only pretty
women!

Sexist, Too
Dear Post Amerikan Folks,
How come you're printing sexist ads?
I thought the Post was trying to rise
above the antiCS"Of the Daily
Pantagraph???
Hope things can improve!!!
Thanks,

Sincerely,
an Anti-Sexist Reader.

a loyal Post reader

Post Agrees

Don't any men work at Man-Ding-Go's?
Will they be appearing in a Post ad
smiling below the caption "People
who need people seven days a week"
(while the ad declares hours for
Mon.-Fri. and Sun. only).
Apparently
the store is not open seven days a
week; what does the ad mean then?

post-Notes Stop! You're all right! The
sexism and the open days-w9re our mistakes.
Yes, wedo try to be antisexist (and we
screwed up) and yes, Man-ding-go's is open
seven days a week (and we screwed that up,
too) We promise to be more alert in the
future.
•

Maybe I'm being overly sensitive
but doesn't such an ad strike you
as the least bit sexist?
Did anyone else notice? Am I the
only letter writer-protester left
in Bloomington-Normal?

Ag rees Post Sexist
Post Amerik'.an,

Speak up!

The last issue of your newspaper
spewed forth typical hippie
hypocritical horse dung, saying on
the second page that they refuse to
print anything that's sexist, racist,
or ageist, while somewhere in the
middle is a giant foldout-like, play
boyish picture of three beautif"uJ.
women, selling jewelry of all things.
I'm not opposed to either jewelry or
beautiful women, but is seems that '
media today is deciding for me what
beauty is.

Yours in sisterhood and residual
optimism,

Until now, I've liked what I've read
in the newspaper, but unless I get
some explanation of what was printed
in the June issue of the Post, I
won't buy any more of your papers.
My faith is shaken

.

Liked Dozie r Story
Dear Post:

You are to be commended on your article about
Ron Dozier. Keep up the good work! A lot of
good people are in the joint because of Dozier. I
read the article in the Pantagrapb about Carol
Beehn and I couldn't believe that the people of
Bloomington could read such "crap" and continue
to buy the Pantagrapb. Ron Dozier is using the
press and the feeble minds of the gullible readers
to satisfy bis own personal needs to publicly crucify
Carol and to achieve some sort of revenge on her.
He is solely responsible for locking up dozens of
righteous people many of whom would not be here
n oVi·if Ron Dozier had not appointed himself
"Publie executioner"! He sets himself up to be
judge and jury, and be thinks of himself as God I
He is a status seeker with a perverse and sadistic
ego who gets bis cookies off by crucifying people
he considers to be undesirables. Ron Dozier is
the menace to society, not us. Only the people with
the power of money are free from Dozier's wrath!
The sooner the good people see Dozier for what
he really is, the sooner Bloomington will become
a livable place for ail. He has locked us up,
branded us undesireables and publicly crucified
us. But the one thing Dozier cannot do is break
our spirits. Regardless of our present
situation here in Menard, we remain free and
united against the facist ideas of Ron Dozier, and
for that, be bas condemned us J Once again you are
to be congratulated for your great work on Ron
.
Dozier. It's about time somebody revealed him
for what be really '11s.
.....
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Public housing: the rich
door knobs and cutting the grass
($194,396,79); salaries for the people
who run and work for the BHA
($97,576.6)); social services �ike
clubs, gardens and summer jobs for
tenants ($30,804.85), and general
expenses ($71,301.66).

2.}

Half of the U. S. Government's subsidy
for Bloomington's public housing goes
straight into the pockets of the rich.
In 1976, the rich got $)88,616.50 of
the Bloomington Hqusing Authority's
federal money--and they didn't have to
pay truces on most of it.
How did this happen?
Isn't public
housing supposed to be for people who
can't afford the outrageous price of
decent housing on their own?
Certainly, public housing is supposed
to be for very low income people.
(See:"What is Public Housing?")
But
the rich always make sure they get
their cut.
In order to explain how this
contradiction--the vast profits the
rich make on housing for the poor-
occurs, I must explain a little about
how the money bounces in and around
the Bloomington Housing Authority
(BHA).
Basically, the BHA's expenses (the
money it spends) are divided into two
groups:
Operating expenses, which include
such things as utilities like heat and
electricity ($141,240.)2 in 1976);
ordinary maintenance like fixing broken

1.)

Debt service expenses,

which

include payments on the buildings,
land and parking lots the BHA built.
Like paying a house mortgage, these
payments include 'interest the BHA has
to pay for borrowing the money for
original construction.

g

For ordinary apartment buildin s, like
those around ISU, operating expenses
include a hefty profit for the private
owners.
But the BHA is a public
agency, much like the Bloomington
Normal bus system.
So there are no
operating profits.
When the
buildings are paid off, the BHA will
own them--n9t a few rich people.

That's basically why only one out of
every two subsidy dollars for the BHA
goes to rich people.
In contrast,
three out every four government
dollars go to the wealthy in privately
owned subsidized housing programs likE
Lancaster Heights, even though the
low-income tenants at Lancaster have
to pay much more rent than those in
BHA's public housing.
(See Post .
Vol. VI, No. 3, June 1977, pp.12-15)
Public housing was begun to help low
income people have a decent place to
live.
The Government pays yearly
subsidies to local housing authorities
(like the BHA) to help keep the rents
low.
These federal subsidies are divided
into two parts--an operating subsidy
and a debt service subsidy--to help
pay for the two main parts of the
BHA's expenses.

There are also special federal grants
for "modernization" (large scale
repairs, rehabilitation and
redecorating) of public housing
buildings, but these grants don't comE
every year.
So, for simplicity, I'll
ignore them.

In 1976, the subsidy from the federal
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) for BHA's operating
expenses was $259,355.00.
The HUD
subsidy for BHA's debt service was

$543,326.29.

Since HUD kept or got back

$6514.54

for changes in the previous year's

subsidies, the real 1976 total subsidy
to BHA was $796,216.75,
This $796,216.75 then, is the total
amount the U. S. government gave BHA
to provide decent housing for low
income people in Bloomington-Normal.
Now I want to show where the money
really went.

For t he

ten a n ts

First, there was an operating deficit
of $100,975.33.
Basically, this means
that the tenants paid enough rent to
cover all operating expenses except

$100,975.33.

This $100,975,33 is the tenants' only
direct housing subsidy from the
government.

The costs of buying the buildings
themselves is a subsidy to BHA--not to
The BHA--not the tenants
the tenants.
--exercises ownership rights, .the same
ownership rights private landlords
have.
If the housing complexes were
ever sold, the BHA would get the
money, not the tenants.

Bankers ' intere st pre scribe s:
Back when the U . S . Government had just been
incorporated, doctors often used leeches to
remove blood from their patient s . They
thought bleeding was a cure .
In fact, George Washington's business affairs
had to be settled a few days early because
of his doctor's leeches . Bleeding apparently
wasri't the right cure for his throat infection,
because he died from the process ,
Today's doctors use more compli cated methods-
modern medical techniques like assemblyline examinations in corporate offices, One
fr8e-enterprising physician even collected
Medi care fees for removing the same tonsils
eight times .
c·

But the old ways are still cherished by some,
Banks and the U . S . Government, to name but
two .
Bankers have an interesting kind of bleeding
whi ch is quite dear to their hearts since it's
the source of their profits . Being thus
central to their desires, bankers call such
bleeding "interest ." After all, money and

making money are the two things that most
interest bankers .

people who do not make the large deposits
bankers love . The bankers don't compete for
these puny loans; they usually make the people
beg for them--and the banks charge the people
11 to 18% interest for the privilege .

Put most simply, bankers use other people's
money for their own profit . Each time they
move that money from one account to another
account they att ach a fee to the change,
and that fee is interest . Sometimes bankers
pay interest, but they much prefer to collect
it.

That's odd .

About t wo-thirds of the money that bankers
play with comes from individual checking and
savings deposits . If they're playing with
an ordinary person's savings,.bankers figure
they ought to pay the person about 5% interest .
If it's checking account money, however, they
don't pay anything and sometimes even charge
the depositor .

Corporations and wealthy, um, leeches supply
but one third of a typical banker's cash and
get up to 11% interest for it . Yet they can
borrow two thirds and pay only 6-8%.

The other third of the money that bankers
play with comes from corporations and wealthy
individuals . Since this money arrives at
the bank in large chunks, bankers value it
more than the sum of a few workingpeople's
small savings accounts . So the bankers pay
up to 11% interest to these big depositors
for the privilege of using large chunks of
money.
(Already the leeches are coming up from the
murky waters . )

They

also

profit

Now, bankers do not only borrow, they also
lend . They may enjoy borrowing money, but
they profit from lending it .
Bankers lend two thirds of their depositors'
money to businesses , These are usually fairly
large loans, and the businesses shop around,to
get a good deal . Since bankers must compete
among t hemselves for these loans, they usually
charge the businesses only 6 to 8% interest .
'The other third of the money bankers borrow
from depositors is lent to individuals,

Individuals supply two thirds of the money
and get 0-5% interest from the banks. Yet
they can borrow only one third and must pay
11-18% to the banks .

Insurance companies are even worse than banks
because they get their money by persuading
people to bet that they will get sick or die .
And insurance lee ches lend only to big corp
orations and government units.
Governments?
yes, governments are big borrowers . They
borrow to build schools, public buildings,
highways and even public housing,

Ah

The Bloomington Housing Authority (BHA),
for instance, borrowed money to build the
apartments for its low-income tenant s . Right
now it owes more than $8 million .
Who does it owe?
Well, the BHA issues tax-free bonds which are
bought by insurance companies, banks and
wealthy individual leeches . The BHA has
about $6.8 million of these bonds out right
now.

Leech

theory

In exchange for using that $6.8 million-
remember where the bankers and other leeches

............

That ' s wh ere $ 1 0 0 , 9 7 5 . 3 3 o f the
f e d e ral government ' s subs idy went :
h elp k e ep t h e t enant s ' r ent l o w .

to

Ano t h e r $292 , 6 8 9 . 7 6 sub s i d i z e d an
inc reas e in the BHA ' s " fund balanc e s . "
Th i s is the part o f th e government
subs idy wh i c h g o e s t o ward paying for
the build ings t h em s el ve s .
Just l i k e a
h o u s e mortgag e , the BHA ' s l ong- t erm
l o ans al l o w it to inc reas e i t s actual
fr e e - and - c l ear o wnership o f �ts l and
and buil dings by o nly a p o r t i o n each
y ear .
In 1 97 6 , then , the BHA paid o ff
- - and f inally own e d - - another
$ 2 9 2 1 68 9 " 7 6 wo rth of i t s hous ing
fac i l i t i e s "
Again remember that the money go ing to
help th e BHA pay for th e actual
buildings i s n o t c o n s i d e r e d a sub s i dy
Th e subs idy go e s t o
to the t enants .
t h e BHA , wh i c h t h e o r e t i c ally h o l d s t h e
buil dings f o r the publ i c a t larg e .
The publ i c hous ing fac i l i t.i e s are
owned by the government in the s am e
way t h a t C i ty Hall i s owned by the
More articles on publ i c housing
appear on t he next t wo pages.

government .
( And no one wo ul d a s s ert
that the tax money wh j ch built C i ty
Hall was a sub s i dy to the C i ty Hall
empl o y e e s who u s e the buil d ing s . )
S o , that ac c o unts f o r ano ther
$292 , 6 89 . 7 6 o f the f e d e ral subs i dy - 
i t went t o p ay f o r publ i c prop erty .
Ano ther $ 1 3 , 93 5 0 1 6 went mainl y for
tliings c al l e d "nonexp e nda.bl e
equipment " ( s t o ve s , r e fr ig e rato rs ,
e t c . ) whi c h al s o b e l ongs to BHA and i s
publ i c prop erty .
S o , $ 1 0 0 , 9 7 5 0 3 3 went to the t enan t s ,
$ 2 9 2 , 6 89 . 7 6 went t o the BHA ( th e

Where i t went1
To the tenants
(operatil'l8 deficit)

$100,975·33

To the Bloomington
Housing Authority

292,689.76

To the purchase of
"nonexpemlable"
equipment, e t c .

To t h e r i c h b y way
of interest costs

Total Subsidy

(All

13,935.16
�
$796 ,216.75

infonnation from t h e Annual
Report,
or the Housing
Authority of the City o f Bloomington

1976-77,

publ i c ) , and ano ther $ 1 3� 9 3 5 . 1 6 was
prop erty owned by the BHA .
All that
t o t al s $407 , 6 0 0 . 2 5 of the $ 7 9 6 , 2 1 6 . 7 5
f e deral subs i dy "

For the

rich

Wh ere did the o th e r $3 8 8 , 6 1 6 . 5 0 go ?
It went to rich p e o pl e "
The BHA p a i d
$3 8 8 , 6 1 6 . 5 0 as int e r e s t o n the l o ans
i t t o o k o ut to build and equip i t s
buildings .
The BHA has a l i ttl e o v e r $8 mill i o n
in d e b t s in no t e s and bonds , wh i c h are
l ik e I . O . U . ' s th e BHA s ign f o r
bo rrowing money .
Abo ut $6 . 7 mill i o n are t ax - f r e e bo nds .
Th i s me ans the p e opl e c ol l e c t ing
int e r e s t on the b o nds do n ' t have t o
pay tax e s o n th e money they ' re making .
Th e s e bonds pro bably p ay the l o aners
an average of c l o s e to 5% , or about
$3 3 0 1 0 0 0 a y e ar in no n- t axabl e income .
And t h i s $330 , 0 0 0 in f e d e ral subs i d i e s
i s go ing s traight to r i c h p e opl e .
Here ' s why :
Firs t , th e s e t ax - f r e e bonds are
us ually o nl y s o l d in l arg e chunks , so
o nl y p e opl e with a l o t of money c an
buy them ,

Al s o , the tax s truc ture make s i t
worthwh i l e o nly fo r very weal thy
indivi dual s , banks , and insuranc e
c ompani e s to buy th e s e relat ively low
y i el d , tax- fre e munic ipal bonds - - only
the very rich s ave enough by having
them t ax - fr e e to make up for the l ower
int e r e s t rate that l o c al government
ag enc i e s p ay .
Th e BHA o w e s the o th e r $1 . 4 mill ion o f
i t s $8 mill i o n debt to HUD , wh i c h
c o l l e c t s interes ts , t o o "
HUD , in turn ,
o riginall y borrowed �h e mo ney on the
r e gul ar mark e t s at o ver 7% int eres t ,
s o HUD turns the BHA ' s inter e s t
p ayment s right o ver to HUD ' s c re d i t o rs ,
wh i c h are al s o rich l o an-makers .
The to tal government subs i d i e s for
int e r e s t payments is $388 , 6 1 6 . 50 - - a
p r e t ty t i dy profit f o r j u s t l ending a
l o t o f money to h elp l o w - inc ome p e op l e
h a v e a d e c ent pl a c e to l ive .
(See "A
L e e c h fo r Every Am e r i c an " )
In fac t ,
i t ' s mo re than all o f the BHA ' s 588
t enant famil i e s were required to pay
in rent for 1 9 7 6 .
And the r i c h p e ople and· banks wh i c h
c o l l e c t t h a t int e r e s t do n ' t e ven have
to wo rry about p ay i ng t axes on m o s t o f
it .
Th ey j us t c o unt the pro f i t s .
- - D . LeS eure

a leech for every America n
got it--the BHA pays an average of roughly
5% interest per year . And no one has t o
pay t axes o n that interest.
Typi cally, these bonds are issued for 40
years. A regul ar hous e mortgage loan of $ 2
million at 5% would cost $ 2 , 629 , 120 i n interest

over 40 years- -plus the original $ 2 million.
The BHA ' s financing is more complicated than
a regular house mortgage but that $6 . 8 million
debt basi cally means •that t axpayers will have
to pay o ut over $8 mil lion in tax-free
profits--plus t he original $6.8 million.
Obviously, the wealthy believe in a leech
theory of publ i c housing. In fact , they
believe in a lee ch-theory of government.
If the people want s omething--even de cent
housing--well , by G o d , they ' ve got to pay for
it.
For instance , t h e other part o f the BHA' s $8
million debt is owed to the U . S . Department
of Housing and Urban Development . HUD
borrowed the money at 7% or more--from bankers
insurance tycoons and wealthy lee ches .
Undoubt edly some of the same ones who are
colle cting interest on the BHA ' s other debt s .
The whole federal housing program i s based on
heavy borrowing :
buil.d a few aparments for
the poor today and pay the rich a bundle
tomorro w .

gouging l ike on doctors ' bills and guns or
highways . Pure cash straight to the right
peopl e , t he leeches .
Worse still , not only do they get most of the
t ax mone y , the lee ches also don ' t pay taxes
on most of it . In 1973 , t he people who had
adjusted gross incomes (this does n ' t include
ta.x-free interest , tax shelters or business
" expenses" and deductions , but it i s before
personal deductions ) of $10 0 , 000 or more got
at lea.st 20% and probably 40% of the national
income yet paid only o/fo of the t axes .
E:ven t h e Wall Street Journal admits that t he
progressive income t ax is a . joke , No one ,
no matter how rich , pays t he s upposed
maximum of 70% of their income. The real
maximum-- be cause of loopholes , shelters ,
et c.--is only 40%.
These facts and the leech theory of go vernment
help explain some of the glaring inequalities
of free enterprise A�eri ca :

I n fact , a l arge part o f the whole federal
go vernment is bas ed on heavy borro wi ng . In
t he eight years of Nixon-Ford , the U . S . G o vern
ment borrowed five times as muc'1 as it did
during the eight Kennedy- Johnson years .

--The rel2.t i ve shares of the national
income have not changed at all in the l a.st
30 years and s c arcely any since the 1920s.
The richest 20% of the people got 46% of
the income in 1947 , and they were still getting
1+4% in 1968. The poorest 20% still gets
exactly what it got after World War II--4%- 
and it tDok all the new welfare programs just
for them to s t ay e ven.

By January 1 97 7 , the annual charge for
interest on t he national debt had reached
$40 . 7 billion .

--Less than 2% of the people own 4J% of
the nation ' s wealth and why 6% own 57% of
everything in the U . S .

1 0°/o
F orty
e very
taxes
tidy,

of

all

t a xes

billion dollars. That means one out of
10 dollars you pay in federal income
goes straight t o the lee ches. It ' s
of course : there ' s no messy pri ce-

Indeed , most of the people are now G eorge
Washingtons. They' re bled e very day to keep
the l e e ches fat .

Are yo u e ligib le
f or pub lic h o u sing ?

I t ' s fairl y easy to figure out i f y o u
Just
a r e el igible fo r publ i c hous ing .
c h e c k o ut the thr e e bas i c are as l i s t e d
I f y o u f i t into
a s #1 , #2 , # J below .
all thre e , then you ' re el igibl e .

#1 . You mus t be p art o f a family-
wh i c h i s any two o r more p e o p l e
r e l a t e d b y bl o o d , marri age , o r
adop t io n who l ive t o gether , or
I f yo u are s ingl e , y o u must be old
e no ugh t o r e c e ive s o c i al s e c urity or
y o u mus t be d i s abl e d by i n j ury o r
i l l ne s s or yo u must h ave b e e n forc e d
t o m o v e b y urban renewal o r other
Any � of th e s e
government ac t io n .
fo ur th ings will do .

�

( Th i s rul e o bviously d i s c riminat e s
against the l . J mil l i o n unmarri e d
Even the
p e o p l e who l ive t o g e th e r .
goverrunent adm i t s there are that many ,
but it s t il l thinks th e y are s inful . )
#2 . Yo u c anno t have t o o much inc ome .
To find 9 ut if y o u do h ave t o o much ,
do th e s e thr e e th ings :
Add up all th e money ( be fo r e tax e s ,
e tc . ) you and every family member over
the age of 1 7 g o t for wo rking in the
Then add any int e r e s t ,
l as t ye ar .
wel fare , s o c ial s e c urity , unempl o yment ,
pens ions , workingp e opl e ' s c o mp ens at i o n ,
etc .

A.

The t o t al o f all th e s e things d o e sn ' t
have t o be r e ally exact right now , and
the Bl o omington Hous ing Autho r i t y
p e opl e w i l l h e lp yo u figure o u t th e
exact amounts when y o u apply .

to $1 600 but you c an o nly c o unt $1 5 0 0
S o , s ubtrac t
anyway i n e x emp t ions .
$1 5 0 0 from $ 6 0 0 0 and y o u g e t $45 0 0 ,
S o , your income is $45 0 0 and
five p e opl e in your family .
th e c hart below and find the
the number of p e opl e in your
in this c a s e five .

e ligi b i l ity

th e r e are
L o o k at
l ine for
famil y ,

ch art

Number o f p e ople
in y o ur family

Y o ur inc ome
aft er exemp t i o ns

1 p erson
2 p e opl e
J
4
5
6
7
8
9
1 0 o r more

$5900
6800
7400
8000
8400
8800
9100
9400
9600
9800

T h e c hart s ays five p e opl e c an h ave
$840 0 inc ome p e r y e ar ( after
exemp t i ons ) and still b e el igibl e fo r
S o , any five-person
pub� i c h?us ing .
family with l e s s than that i s e l i g i bl e .
I ! your inc ome is c l o s e but only a
l i t t l e over the t o t al l i s t e d in that
chart , you pro bably o ught to c h e c k
The
w i t h t h e BHA o ffi c e anyway .
l im i t s may go up or you may have
3 p e c i al c ircumstanc e s .

B . Then add up your ex emp t ions , which
are : $600 for the h e ad of the
h o u s e h � l d ' s spouse ( hus band or wife ) ;
and $1 000 for a third p er s o n ( a c h i l d
The
o r p arent o r s i s t er , e t c . ) .
ex emp t i ons c an to tal o nl y $1 5 0 0 unl e s s
y o u h ave s p e c ial c ircums tanc e s , l ike
I f you th ink you have
a l arge family .
sp e c i al c ircums tanc e s , c h e c k with the
BHA at 8 2 9 - J J60 .
C . Now s ubtract your ex e mp t ions ( no
more than $1 5 0 0 ) from y o ur inc ome .
S ay y o u make $40 0 0 e ach y e ar ,
EXAMPLE :
y o ur hus band mak e s $20 0 0 , and that ' s
the only inc ome you have ( no wel fare ,
Then
That adds up to $ 6 0 0 0 .
e tc . ) .
you have a $600 exemp t i o n for y o ur
husband and
a $1 0 0 0 e x e mp t i o n f o r one
That adds up
of your thr e e c h i lid�en .

By

#J . Y o u al s o mus t not h ave t o o many a
as s e t s l ik e h o us e s , apartment s ,
c ars , big s avings ac c o unts and
th ings l ike that .
A family c an have
up to $1 0 , 0 0 0 in as s e t s ; an e l d � rly
family up t o $20 , 0 00 .
I f you fit in al l tho s e group s ,
O kay .
y o u qual i fy for publ ic hous ing .

and up

K el ty

./$
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By subtra c t ing all your deduct ions
from your t o tal inc o me , yo u ' ll get
.
Y o ur r ent will b e
.
your net income
o n e - fo urth o f your net inc o me d i v i d e d
by 12 .
S ay yo ur. family inc ome i s
EXAMPLE .
Y o u c an subtrac t $J O O for your
$7200 .
hus band , $600 for your two c h il dren
und er 1 8 , and $JOO for your 1 9 -y e ar
old daugh t e r who ' s go ing to s c h o o l .
That me a� s y o ur net inc ome is $6000
( $7 2 0 0 minus $1 2 0 0 i n d e du c t i ons ) ,
Your t o t al rent i s one fourth o f that
Your monthly rent i s
or $ 1 5 0 0 .
$1 5 0 0 divi d e d b y 1 2 , o r $125 .
Thus ,
you wo ul d p ay $1 25 , inc l uding
u t i l i t i e s , each month for a thre e 
b e dro o m ap artment .

S e ct i on

8

Y o u might have a b e t t e r chanc e o f
g e t t ing into the S e c t i o n 8 pro gram
wh ich gives you money to p ay r ent t o
a p rivat e l andl o rd .

Jan Spor t

1 0-B

Onc e Y? U g e t into p � bl i c hous ing , your
rent � ill be d e t ermined by your inc ome .
You figure your t o t al inc ome as yo u
d i d before and then subtrac t a $JOO
d e d u c t ion for yo ur s p o us e , $JOO fo r
e ac h c h i l d under 1 8 , and $JOO fo r each
person 1 8 o r over who i s d i s abl e d
handi c app e d , o r a ful l - t ime s tude t .
Th ere are o ther sp e c i al deduct ions - 
for things l ike l arge m e d i c al expens e s
- -wh i c h you will n e e d t o know about
e � entu �lly , but tho s e alre ady l is t e d
w i l l give you a rough i d e a o f your
rent .

T ry
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Even tho ugh you do qual i fy , y o u will
g? o n a wait ing l i s t , and it pro bably
will b e a l ong t ime b e f o r e yo u g e t in .
But don 1 t l e t that d i s c o urage yo u .
You ' ll b e help ing y o urs e l f and o thers
s imply by be ing o n the l is t b e c aus e
the s i z e o f the l i s t is one way to
show th e government h o w much mo re
l ow- inc ome hous ing is r e ally n e e de d .

Bas i c all y , you will pay up to one
fo urth of your family inc o me in rent
Th e government
and u t il i t i e s .
( thro ugh the BHA ) will p ay the r e s t
u p t o c ertain maximums .
Howe ver , you mus t find th e apartment
and p e rsuade the l andl o rd to rent t o
Then the BHA will insp e c t th e
you .
apartment and may d emand that repairs
Th en y o u , the BHA , and the
be mad e .
l andl o rd s ign a l e as e .
For exampl e , a s ingl e p e r s o n
( h and i c app e d and e l d e rl y only ) c an
have up to $ 8 7 0 0 inc ome and be
A two p er s o n family c an
e l i g i bl e .
have $990 0 ; thr e e p e o pl e , $11 , 2 0 0 .
C all th e BHA at 8 2 9 - J J 6 0 fo r more
informat io n .
The apartment you rent and i t s
util i t i e s c anno t c o s t m o r e than th e s e
amounts : e ffic ienc y , $1 J O ; 1 - bedro o m ,
$1 5 0 ; 2 - be dro o m , $1 7 7 ; J -b e dro o m , $1 9 6 ;
( Admi s sabl e rents
4 - bedro o m , $214 .
in buil dings with el eva t o rs may be
s l i ghtly h igher . )
O bviously , th e s e rents are l ow for
Th ey are very
Bl o o mingt on-No rmal .
l ow c ompared to t h e rents the
government all ows for other subs i d i z ed
Th e maximum at Lanc a s t e r
hous ing .
He ights f o r a 1 -bedro om apartment i s
$1 9 0 a month , and a t L incol n S quare
i t ' s $21 9 for a 1 -be dro o m apartment .
Wors e s t i l l , the maximum government
all owed rent at the new Phoenix
Towers hous ing c ompl ex for the e l derly
at Mad i. s o n and Locust s tr e e t s in
Bl oomingt o n will be $2 9 0 a month fo r
one bedro o m .
The b i g profits are i n buil d ing new
apartm ent s , not in rent ing and
repairing o l d one s , sQ that ' s wh ere
the government --wh ich is c ontroll ed
by the rich--puts i t s subsid i e s .
I f you want informat ion on publ ic
hous ing o r the S e c t ion 8 pro gram ,
c all the hous ing authority o ffice
at 8 2 9- J 6 0 .

Ir
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What

•

IS

publ ic
h o us i ng ?
Although public housing is the oldest and fairest of
the federal housing programs , it has never satisfied
the needs of America 's low-income people . It
hasn't even kept its usually inadequate promises.
The public housing program was originally launched
in 1937 , after the Great Depression left millions
unable to pay for good housing.
With federal subsidies, the Bloomington Housing Authority
built and operates several housing complexes for low
income people, like Wood Hill Towers, pictured above.

The basic idea was to establish local housing
authorities , like the Bloomington Housing Authority,
to build and manage apartment buildings for people
who otherwise couldn 't afford decent housing.
To get the money for bui lding , local authorities
sold bonds to banks and rich individuals. These
loans had to be repaid with interest over the
next 40 years, but the federal government agreed
to pay part or all of the yearly loan and interest
payments.
Since the government was paying for the buildings,
the local authorities charged rents that were based
only on the operating costs--utilities, maintenance
and administration.
After World War ll, the program was expanded:
a 1949 law called for the construction of 810, 000
apartments in the next six years. But, fewer than
215, 000 were built by the end of 1957, and half of
the 810, 000 were never built.
This was the beginning of the era of big promises
and small results , a period that lasted until
Richard Nixon became president. Then it was
small promises and no results.
The main reason the promise of the 1949 law was
never fulfilled was the refusal of Congressional
Republicans--backed by groups like the U. S .
Chamber o f Commerce--to approve money for
public housing. But there were other problems .
Even before 1 949, local authorities allowed only
so-called "depression poor" into public housing-
which meant that people who were poor before the
depression were out in the cold.
The BHA ' s waiting list would be tripled if all the
eligible bothered to apply . But who wants to wait
20 years for an apartment ? The Nixon-Ford
depression of 1 974- 76 almost certainly made
things worse for Bloomington-Normal' s low-income
people.
Despite these figures (supplied by the Mc Lean
County Regional Planning Commis sion) ,
Bloomington has only 588 public housing units and
Normal has none. Normal doesn 't even have a
housing authority , and McLean County' s
authority has never built a single unit.
Why this lack of action ?
By far the largest problem is the lack of local
control. The federal Housing and Urban
Development Department (HUD) has final say on
virtually everything a local housing authority
might do.

Z.'7
HUD sets rent guidelines, provides subsidies,
establishes construction standards, and can
largely determine the kind and location of all
new construction. The Nixon administration even
cut off all funds for new public housing from 1972 ·
untll 1976.
·

Congress, of course, provides money and
constantly changes the housing laws. Uncertainty
over funding and delays in writing regulations for
neW laws makes it difficult even to figure out
what things can be done; the d iffi culties of
getting something done are alsl) immense .
One crucial action (as ide from working out
relations with tenants) is the responsibility of the
local authority: taking initiative. V irtually all
programs must begin at the local level.
Who then is responsible ?
The mayor of Bloomington appoints five people to
a board of commissioners for five-year terms.
The board is the policy-making group for the BHA,
and it has final say on all plans which may be
proposed by BHA Executive Director Lawrence
Irvin and his staff. Theoretically board members
could propose new programs also.

You can read more about
public housing on the
preceding three pages.

applications for each vacancy in public housing.
Poor people were having to pay more for the scarce
public housing too, as operating costs rose steadily
without an equal rise in the tenants' incomes. By
1967, 50% of all elderly people and 22% of all
others were paying more than 30% of their
incomes for public housing apartments.
Fortunately, the cost problem was largely solved
when a 1969 law provided operating subsidies in
addition to government payments for the buildings
themselves. After 1969, no public housing tenants
had to pay more than one fourth of their income for
rent.
But the problem of too few apartments has never
been solved--undoubtedly in part because of the
huge sums of money that the nation' s wealthy rake
off each year in interest charges.
The Bloomington Housing Authority (BHA) , for
instance, has 550 apparently eligible families on
its waiting list, and that' s probably only the tip of
the iceberg.
In 1970, there were 2413 families with incomes of
less than $5000 in Bloomington-Normal who were
paying between $50 and $150 per month in rent.
Using the government standard that no family
should pay more than one fourth of its income for
housing (including utilities), at least half and
probably most of those 2400 families spend too
much for housing. (See "Are you eligible ?")
Present members of the BHA board are:
- -Robert B. Bowen, chairperson, a dentist.

Another problem was caused by free-enterprise
supporters who didn't want public housing
competing with private landlords . They
successfully pushed a rule that required
destroying one unit of unsafe or substandard
housing for every new unit of public housing built.

--Charles A. Hendryx, vice-chair, former
employee of the state highway department, retired
1972.

Tb.is rule meant that public housing couldn't
p:covide any � housing for low-income people;
it could only replace bad housing with better
housing. A federal commission estimated that by
196 8 this policy had actually resulted in a loss
of 400, 000 units of affordable housing.

--Charles O. LaDue, former assistant cashier of
the People ' s Bank, retired 1 967.

Low-income people looking for affordable housing
couldn't find any. In 1 96 8 , New York City had 762

-- Lawrence A . Harris , former small grocery
owner , retired 1970.

--Dale L. Laskowski, promotion manager of the
Daily Pantagraph.
The backgrounds of this all-white male group are
typical of most local housing authorities.
Two facts show these men are unrepresentative of
the people public housing serves .

Housing Authori ty proj�cts

--Sunnyside Court. 100 units of up to four
bedrooms for families. Completed 1 954.

--Holton Homes. 64 units of up to four bedrooms
for families. Completed 1 954.
-- Evergreen Place. 36 units of up to four bedrooms
for families. Completed 1954.
- -John P. 1'ane Homes . 30 one and two-bedroom
apartments for elderly. Completed 1 96 3 .

and p rogr ams

Wood Hill Housing Complex. 50 units in two
story buildings for families . 308 units for
elderly in two high-rise towers. Completed
1 970-71.

--Section 8 Housing Assistance Payments Program.
Subsidizes rent of low-income families who reside
in approved, privately owned apartments . Begun
in 1 976, 1()0 units will be leased by the erid of
1977.

First, 124 o f the non-elderly families in public
housing are headed by women. Second, 150 of
588 families are black or Oriental. (A majority of
the elderly who occvpy 389 of the BHA's 5 88
apartments are women. )
As I said before, the local authorities have
operated under some severe limitations
(especially under Nixon) , and I don't want to bad
rap their accomplishments. Clearly, though,
public housing, even in Bloomington, is
inad equate .
--D. LeSeure

Ha ll, Bradley , Pantagraph , F i restone say:
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C ut workers' be nefits to

------------------------- - - - - - -

Th e s e s t o r i e s w e r e wri t t e n June 1 6 ,
and l at e r development s in the Ill ino i s
l e g i s l ature a r e no t anal y z ed h er e ,

-
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S inc e l aws are chang e d by l e g i s l at o rs ,
the P ant agraph naturally pro c e e d e d
from th e b a d " c l imat e " t o what s tate
l eg i s l a t o rs ar e do ing about i t .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ·

Firestone T ire and Rubber C o . i s
thr eatening t o c anc el a p l anned
exp ans i on of its pl ant in No rmal
unl e s s I l l ino i s c h ang e s i t s l aws o n
workingp e opl e ' s i n j ury c omp ens at ion
and unempl o yment ben e f i t s .

It turns out that bus in e s s p e opl e have
go o d r e a s o n to hope for an improved
" c l imat e " b e c au s e S en . Harber Hall , a
Bl o omington Republ i c an , j us t got h i s
bus in e s s - bac ked ( and pro bably bus ine s s 
wr i t t e n ) b i l l through the Ill ino i s
S enat e .

Fir e s tone s ays that 60 j o bs s impl y
won ' t be c reated ( at l e ast n o t i n
I l l ino i s ) unl e s s 'worke r s ' benefits are
r e duc e d .
Th e Fire s t one threat is only one
exampl e o f a s tatewide att emp t by
l arg e bus ine s s e s and c o rporations t o
change l aws i n tne ir favo r .
It ' s a
perfe c t examp l e o f the way bus i n e s s
u s e s its p o w e r t o infl uenc e gove rnment
d e c i s i ons - - in th i s c as e , the power t o
c r e a t e j o ba that every b o dy n e e d s .•
The Fir e s t one threat i s al s o a pe rfe c t
examp l e o f how bus ine s s infl u enc e s
straight m e d i a l ike the Da ily
P ant agraph , wh i c h i s al s o a bus i ne s s ,
and the s t a t e l eg i s l at o rs , who are
e l e c t e d with bus ine s s c ampa i gn
c ontribu t i ons .
The P antagraph wro t e up the Fire s t one
threat in a s t o ry h e adl ined " B- N j o bs
r e s t o n l eg i sl a t ive ac t io n " o n Memori al
Day .
It foll owed with more " n ews "
s t o r i e s and three e d i t o r ial s s upport ing
bus ine s s d emands .
The P antagraph and o th e r bus ine s s e s
They
d on ' t s t at e t h e i s su e c l e arl y .
- d on ' t s ay they ' r e ch o o s ing more p ro f i t s
and fewer b e n e f i t s f o r the worke r s .

Th e r e s t o f the P antagraph s t ory
c on s i dered the chanc e s o f Hal l ' s bill
g e t t ing thro ugh the House and becoming
s tate l aw .
That d i s c u s s i o n s�eds muc h
l ight / o n the P antagraph ' s b i a s 3 n d o n
the regul ar media ' s c l a im o f
o b j e c t ivity .
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Ins t e ad , they talk about the " bu s ine s s
c l ima t e , " wh i c h , a repres entat ive o f
the Il l ino i s Chamber o f C omme rc e t o l d
t h e P antagraph , is t err i bl e .
Changing
the c ompe n s a t i o n and unemp l o yment l aws
wil l , however , improve the " c l imat e . "
The Chamber i s a l o bby ( or publ i c
relat ions group o r prop aganda machine )
for bus ine s s p e opl e .
Busine s s e s , and
the Chamber , d e f ine " bus ine s s c l imate "
ac c o rd ing to how easy it is to make a
prof i t .
I f it ' s hard e r to make a
pro fit in gl o o my Il l ino i s than it i s
i n s unny Ar i z ona , then I l l ino i s h a s a
bad " cl imat e , " and busine s s e s woul d
rat h e r g o t o Ari z ona than e xpand i n
I l l ino i s .
By p aying l E· s s for empl oy e s '

b e n e f it s ,

bu s in e s s e s make bigger p r o fi t s .
So ,
c h ang ing th e l aws t o favor bus ine s s
w i l l imp r r· v f� p r o f i t s and th e " c l ima t e . "

Apparently , G erald Bradl ey , a Dem o c rat
from Bl o omington , i s wo rking to pass
the Republ i c an Hall ' s b i l l .
That ' s
n o t unusual in i t s el f , but it i s a
c l u e to h o w r e al th e d i fferenc e s
b e tween mo s t Republ i c ans and many
Dem o c rats are when it c om e s to h elp ing
bus ine s s e s ( e ven at the exp en s e o f
empl o y e s ) .
B e f o r e h e made it as a big-wig ( a
Demo cratic party . wh ip ) , Bradl ey was
known as a s upp o r t e r of l abo r-union
bac k e d l e gisl at ion .
Labo r , of c o urs e ,
opp o s e d Hall ' s bill and the �us ine s s 
bac k e d chang e s i n the c o mp en s at i o n and
unempl oyment l aws ,
In fac t , only a w e e k earl i er , l a b o r
b e a t a s l i g h t l y d i ff erent bus ine s s 
bac k e d b ill that would have made
v i r t :J. 2.l l y t r, e s ame c h ang e s i n t h e
c
e n s a t i o n l �w a s H a l l ' s b i l l w o u l d

-------- ----- -------------------------- - -- - - - -----------------------

B radley Hel p s Cor poratio ns

S t ats ?.ep .

G e r &l d Br. ._:: d l t=; y ' s " apprc
t o vfo r"'� men " s c o mp t-_; �1s _:::,t i c n c an onl �.r
benefit

to

a

l ar g e

ful l - p a g e

c o rp o r :�, c; i o ns , "
ad

i n June

5's

a c c o r d ing
P ant agraph .

Th e ad , p ai d f o r by t h e C en t r al Ill ino i s
Ar e a C o mmun i ty Ac t i o n Pro gram , was an
att emp t to air oppo s i t i o n to busine s s 
backed c h ange s i n the c omp e n s a t i o n l aw .
P antagraph s t o r i e s had r e p o r t e d only
th e s id e of bus in e s s supp o rt e r s .
Among the cri t i c i sms t h e ad mad e o f th e
pro - bu s in e s s bill were :
- - " Thro ugh the dil ig ent effo r t s o f
Bradl ey , the workmen ' s c omp e n s at i o n
act providing benefits f o r wo rking
men and women in j ur e d or kill e d o n the
j o b i s be ing ann ih i l ate d , "

- - " R ep .

t o t al l y
a check

:c � · , dl e y

and

his

r e u e at P d

on

i n s u r an c e

the

c o l l e ci g u c: s

e x o � b i t an t

n
l c as
"

to

pro fits

h z, v c

nut

;f

c o mp an i e s . "

- - " Bradl ey ' s ac t ions s h o w h i s c o mp l e t e
d i s r e gard f o r wo rking p e op l e and smal l
busine s s o f th e S t a t e o f Ill ino i s . "
Al tho ugh the ad s ingl e s o u t Bradl ey ,
s tate S en . HarL e r Hall spons o r e d the
c h ang e s and o ther area l eg i slators
supp ort them .

one

c h a n g e be a t e n

Harber Hall ' s bus ine s s - backed chang e s
in t h e Ill ino i s unempl o yment
c o mp en s a t i o n l aws w e r e beaten for what
app eared to be th e l as t t ime June 1 6 .
H i s pro p o s al for changing the s ta t e ' s
wo rkingp e opl e ' s inj ury c omp ens a t i o n
l aw w a s s t ill al ive , though .

- - " Insur ing c ompan i e s o f the workmen ' s
c omp ens at i o n pro gram have e n j o y e d
tremendous p r o f i t s at the exp ens e o f

The P antagraph , wh ich s upp o r t e d b o th o f l
Hall ' s bil l s e d i t o r i ally and in its
I
news c o l umns , did not take the d e f e at
I
grac e fully .

I

I
I t s s t o ry not o nly c al l e d Hal l ' s
I
bill
a
unemployment c omp ens at i o n
I
" r eform , " i t al s o t e s t ily no t e d that
I
the Hous e c o mm i t t e e wh i c h refus e d to
pass th e bill was " s trongly influenc e d I
by o rgani z e d l ab o r . "
The s t o ry d i d no t l
mention that Hall ' s bill was s trongly
I
s upported by o rgan i z ed bus in e s s .
I
I
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~business

Bradley, the supposed union supporter,
had worked hard for that anti-labor
bill--even though only ll of his 94
fellow Democrats voted for it.
Despite all these facts--labor
opposition, business support, Democratic
opposition--the Pantagraph called that
earlier bill "nonpartisan." Now,
nonpartisan usually means that all sides
of an issue, or both major parties,
support a compromise bill. Both Hall's
bill and the earlier bill are quite
clearly partisan because they favor one
side of the dispute: business.

Naughty, naughty
Many would call this use of "nonpartisan"
to describe a thoroughly partisan bill
nothing less than a lie. I would
usually be more cautious than that,
since I know that newspaper journalism
often can't help but be sloppy--what
with deadlines and irate editors.
However, a second story on June 3
called the pro-business bill
"bipartisan," which usually means that
both parties support it. That is
grossly misleading since almost all
.Democrats have opposed the pro-business
changes on every vote,

29

climate'
r------------------------------1

The Pantagraph probably has an even
stronger desire to get a better
"climate" for Illinois than Firestone:
Firestone can always go to Arizona or
some other state where businesses have
gotten such a stranglehold on state and
local governments that the tax and labor
laws are already extremely favorable
to business.
(For an explanation of how federal tax
dollars were used to create business,
(and crime), havens in Arizona and
elsewhere, see Kirkpatrick Sale's
Power Shift: The Rise of the Southern
Rim and Its Chillenge-to the Eastern
Establishment.)
What Firestone, the Pantagraph, and
businesses all over the state are doing
is this:
They argue that since very high profits
are available outside Illinois, then
Illinois had better hand over high
profits too. Or the businesses will
stop expanding, maybe leave the state
altogether.
Business has the power to make this
demand partly because it has money to
buy advertising, to buy legislators.
And most newspapers are so businessoriented that they behave the same
way.

r··········~

I

This bias--in an "objective" news story,
not an editorial--is made clearer by the
people chosen for interviews:
Firestone's plant manager, the Chamber
of Commerece lobbyist, Sen. Hall and
Rep. Bradley. No one who opposed the
changes was interviewed.

3 story was similarly biased.
The only way that opponents of Hall's
bill got their views in the Pantagraph
was to buy an advertisement.
(See
adjoining story.)
A June

Nor did the Pantagraph bother to explore
the real issue--the changes in the
laws--in its May 30 story. Not one
word was devoted to explaining what the
changes would be or how they might
affect employees.
(This article doesn't
discuss the specific changes either,
but my ·point is not to report changes
in the law and resulting effects--as
the Pantagraph pretended to do--but
to explain how bad changes happen.)
The Pantagraph never even said straight
out that businesses would pay less in
benefits to workers after Hall's bill
became law.
But that is a
Pantagraph is
would benefit
was reporting
editorially.

touchy issue because the
a business, and it, too,
from the legislation it
on and supporting
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No point
m bemg modest.
When we started in the
frontierdays,allwehadgoing
for us was a Great Lake. ·some
pretty big names in rivers, and a location smack
in the center of the continent. Those were our
natural blessings. and they helll';d make ~;~s
great. We also had some pretty b1g names m
industry- people with the saii'Y';I to develop.
our resources. It all added up to making us the
champion industrial state in mid-America.
Here's some of what we've got goirig for us
now: a diverse economy, strong in agriculture,
commerce. and industry;. a strategic location
that produces instant markets; a te~flc trans·
portation network that reduces fre1ght co.sts;
energy that's adequate now and has huge
potential for being abundant within. just a
few years.
.
Equally importanl'~a responsive and respon·
sible new state government-eager and
aggressiye in our initiatives to make Illinois a
profitable place to do business.
There are many contenders. but just one
champion. If you want to be with the greatest, ·
send for our free prospectus to learn. why
Illinois is the winner and still champion.
·
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Illinois

Good for business. Good for you.

But somebody has to pay for business'
larger profits in the end.
Who?

·

Since benefits are just another way
of getting paid, most employes' jobs
would be just that much worse than they
were before the businesses, the state
legislators, and media teamed up to
improve the "climate."
--D. LeSeure

I

i
I~cr:f.~~(,V4A._e
we~~ t~ih~ I
I
&:\..'--•. g~atest. 1

· To: Illinois Department oflopBusiness
and Economic Deve ment
222 S. College St., Springfield, 01. 62706

In this case, employes of businesses
all over Illinois would pay--because
their injury compensation and
unemployment benefits won't be as good
as they were.

Part of the reason for th~ Pantagraph's
freedom with the truth is its well-known
anti-union bias. Long-time employes
have related stories of how Pantagraph
management once broke an attempt to
unionize the news staff by offering the
city editor's job to three different
people in a su~cessful attempt to get
votes against the union.
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But the real power that business has is
the power to create--or to take away-jobs. Most everybody has to have a
job, and a good "climate" is supposed
to mean more jobs, more prosperity.

f,...
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This ad, which appeared June 2 in
the Wall Street Journal, boasts of
Governor Thompson's eagerness "to
make Illinois a profitable place to
do business." That goal--like the
"business climate" argument--wilJ
hurt employes. Yet the ad was paid
for out of your taxes.

CYCLE

SHOP

Sekai·
Bloomington-Normal's
Best-Selling
Imported Bicycle

\J[Ji]~

·Cycle Shop

Sekai 500
Standard
$129.95
Sekai 1000
Sprint
$149.95
We sponsor the Post-Amerikan
racing team.

LINDEN & COLLEGE I NORMAL I 454-1541
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Late st defen se

· The milit ary mad dogs are at it again ,
" Gap , gap , gap ,

gap , " they yap .

Tl:lis time around they ' re t alking about a

military spending gap and a civil defense gap .

In the middle 1960 s ,

But it ' s the same old bum rap .

The military men "find" a gap ,

Those who s eek wealth have it easy with

a so- called anti 

the Defense Depart ment .

ant i-missle gap spurred construction of
multiple warheads for all U . S .

and then t he

overrun" ) the Pentagon s i mply pays more .

even though it was cl ear from the

arms manufacturers help the Pentagon s e l l

The origin.al low cost estimates help get

beginning that the Russian anti-missile

it to t h e politici ans .

the program through Congress ,

system--whi ch s upposedly "forced" the

U.S .

Then Congress passes some monstrous ne·,f

to buy new warheads-- could only be

used against bombers ,

military program that ' s supposed to close

If a new missile

cost more than was exp e ct ed , (a " cost

missiles ,

Most military contracts are not handed to

not missiles .

the l o west bidder either .

the supposed gap and make the U . S . safe

Most deals are

made between gentlemen--one gentleman in a

again .

military uniform and one gentleman in a

Not more ·than a year or t wo later,

corporate uniform .

even the

mass medi a dis cover that the latest gap
never existed .

Often the gentlemen are perfectly

But by then it ' s too late t o

interchangeable part s :

stop the flow o f n e w dollars down the

all the big defens 2

contractors employ retired generals ( who

Pentagon drain .

draw big military pensions in addition to

the fat corporate salari es they get out of

profits from government contract s ) or former

Earl ie r. ' g a p s '
In the early 1950 ' s ,

Defense Department experts
salarie s ) ,

a bomber "gap"

provided the excuse to build the B-52

But all of these mythi cal gaps served their

bombers 1ater used in Vietnam. Gradually ,

purpos e :

it became clear the gap ne ver exi s ted ,

they increased the power of the

time to s ell another big program , The

Those who seek power want larger budgets ,

believe in . But John Kennedy pi cked up the

f an cier e quipment ,

After winning he approved a huge expansion

and more people to order

were frantically pas s e d t o fill the fake

around . All of the military programs that

gaps

cost plenty and in creased the milit ary
bureaucracies and g3:ve the generals fan cy

of the strategic missile program, even
though it had alre ady become clear that

new ways to ki:U:-people .

just another figment

of the military imagination .

these gentlemen who work so we ll

weapons also work well together when it ' s

merchants ,

warcry in the 1960 election campaign .

Of cours e ,

together while dividing up the money for

military men and the wealth of the war

In the late 1950s , there was the mis s i l e
"gap , " whi ch even General Ei::;; enhower didn ' t

the missile gap was

( who also oft en

have government pensions and corporate

military men use tax dollars to do their
s elling--on T V , in magazines and newspapers ,
and in the Congress , The corporate men use

tax dollars from the last weapons program to

pers uade the go vernment to gi ve them more
money for the next program .

- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - ..

T he U . S . Arsenal
The United States already has a n almost
uncountable number of weapons .

This partial

listing will illustrate their cost and

their potential destructivene s s :

--Minuteman III Intercontinental Ballistic

Missile . The first 550 cost $4 . 58 million

eac�. S ixty more will cost $ 274 . 5 mill ion .

Each missile carries three nuclear warheads
for a total of 18JO warheads of 170 kilotons
each . Total cost : $ 2 . 79 billion .

- -Mark 12A Warhead . All Minut eman . III
missiles are getting new , slightly larger
warheads ,

Total cost :

$ JJ5 million .

- -Polaris A-J Missile and Polaris - class

S ubmarines , Each of Jl s ubs has 16

missiles whi ch each have J warheads for a
total of 672 200-kiloton warheads . Each

sub ( missiles included ) cost $ 50 million .

total cost :

$ 70 million ,

--Pos eidon C-J Missile and Pos eidon-class

S ubmarines . E ach of Jl subs has 16

missiles which each have from 10 to 14

warheads for a total of 4960 to 6944 50kiloton warhe ads ,

Total cost : $ J . 4 billion .

( For those who have

st rong stomachs ,

the total so far is ?462 to 9446 nuclear

748 , 400 and 847 , 600 kilotons ,

the U . S .

The bomb that

dropped on Hiroshima in World War

- -450 Minuteman II I CBMs with warhe ads of 200
2000 kilotons each. ( Another 45 , 000

II was 20 kilotons and killed 9 2 , 000 people .

Hiroshimas , )

4 2 , 000 Hiroshima-si zed bombs . )
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So,

the total so f ar is equal to about

Titan ICBMs with 1 0 , 000 -kiloton warheads,

( Another 27 , 000 Hiroshimas )

--Trident C-4 Missil e . Ten of the Poseidon

s ubs are gettin5 new missiles with 1 7

The U . S .

--SRAM ( s hort Range Missil e ) . The 1500

- - 2 2 , 000 tacti cal nucl e ar " devices . "

warheads each ,

Tot al cost :

$ 2 . 7 billion ,

SRAMs carry three warheads each for a total

of 4500 200-kiloton warheads , ( Another 45 , 000
Hiroshimas . )
Total cost :
$ 1 . 5 billion .
--B-52 Bomber Improvement s , Of the original
640 B- 52s , J49 have been "improved " Eighty
can carry up to four of the l argest U . S .

nuclear bombs .
Another 296 c an also carry
s ix SRAM. or two Hound Dog missiles . Total
cost

(for improvements only) : $ 1 . 1 billion .

- - 664 tacti cal aircraft ,

each capable

of carrying several of the l argest nuclear

bombs and dropping them on Rus s i a or China ,

--batt l efi eld s upport mis s i l es with warheads
of 50 to 400 kilotons that

from W e s t G erman y ,

can reach Rus s i a

--nuclear howitzers using one-kiloton shells . .
- -navy su:cface-t o - air missiles with one to

five-kiloton

be

warheads that are supposed to

used agaiPst enemy planes and, mi s s iles .

- - anti-s ubmarine devices of one to 10 kiloton
--heli copters armed with 5 to 10- kiloton war

Two thousand have been ordered with 170-

warheads .

kiloton warheads , Total cost : $4 billion ,

A ltogether the U . S .

al s o has :

- - 76 FB lllA bombers that

or short-range ,

kilotons .

--ALCM ( Air Launched Cruise Missile ) ,

The U . S .

also has tacti cal ,

nuclear weapons whi ch include :

nuclear ars enal is equal

to about 4 . 2 billion tons of TNT . That ' s
about 210 , 0 00 bombs the s i ze of the one used

carry s i x SRAMs

at Hiro s hi ma .

or six of the largest nuclear bombs ,

warheads with a total " yield" of between 74

How to Ha ve

A

"aby a t Home W ithout a Doctor o r a M i dw ife

Our heritage of midwives has been denied ,

What was once common knowl ege is now hidden

How t o Have � Baby
in medical journals .
at Home Without a Doctor or a Midwife was
written to retur'ii that heritage to women .
It is full of how-to ' s .

Included i s

everything from tying off the umbilical
cord , to the rarest complications in labor ,

to the unique l egal l iabilities involved in

a home birth .

The information is valuable

even if you plan a hospital birth ,

since the

s e ction is a c counts written by l o cal women
of recent home births .

birth assistant .

A part of the frustration

there will be no strangers at your home

birth .

knowledge ,

prenatal care ,

Some cases presented are

best carried out in the hospital .

The

home birth book does not ignore medical
s cien� ,

it merely tries to give women an

intelligent and discriminating cho i c e ,

Very careful res earch went into the writing ,
The last
done ma.inly by Irene R i chter.

s trong friend to study with and

l e s s pain arising from tension ,

The more

tension , the easier th� birth .

The less

the

- " Easy" outs l ike drugs can have a high price
tag for both mother and child ,

The goal is

to harness medical knowledge to the woman ' s

needs , not the other way around .
The authors
a cknowl edged that with full involvement
goes full respons ibility .

We are becoming more and more

A s a non-critisism ,

Your body knows

The l e s s fear,

w omen and men , and should begin the bonding

l east be aware of it ,

what to do , and knowledge may shut off some
the less fear.

Labor i s solely the woman ' s world ,

separatist in our thinking , and should at

share the experience with ,

of the self ' s frantic trans ition .

birth .

but the child belongs to a whole world of
early .

The book makes it easier to pick a

B irth is health and life ,

Nor does it mean that you can ' t have

involvement in the book by mal es-- only two

is giving up your original promise that

birth ,

the following criticism might be

There does not seem to be enough

short pieces ,
Pers onally , I felt it
essential to have a man present at my child ' s ·

The community of birth assistants can s e em
closed if you are pregnant and seeking a

The manual does not attempt to " convince"

It is straight-forwardly written
for those women who have already chosen home

moot .

various home birth groups ,

l oving ,

anyone ,

therefore ,

list of reading material , and names of

definitions of intimidating medical terms

are included ,

I was involved in writing a sec tion ,

A l s o included is a

I w ould suggest a Spanish

If someone out there has the energy
edition .
and skills to put it together , that would be
great , because it is really needed .
Many

women might choose home birth for financial

reasons .
The benefits of home birth should
be availa�le to all .
The mys ticism needs to

be taken out of the white medical worl d ,

The manual is available at cost ( 60¢ ) at the
Honey Tree in Normal and Small C hanges
Bookstore in Bloomington .
printed l o cally .

It was written and
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' gap' another fake
(For some idea of the profits available
from these se cret deals between gentlemen ,
the adjoining box lists some of the most
costly U . S . weapons . )
So now�the military mad dogs--yapping about
their newly found spending "gap" and their
resurre cted civil defense "gap"--wa11t t wo
new programs :
--244 B-1 bombers each capable of carrying
J2 Short Range Attack Missiles whi ch each
have three 200-kiloton warheads . That amount
amounts t o 960 Hiroshimas � plane ( se e
box) . Total cost : $2J-plus billion .

The R ussians do , however, have a large civil
defense program . Their polit i cians got them
into a confrontation with the Chinese , and
they actually fought land battles in 1969 .
Civil defense could do some good against a
country like China, whi ch hasn ' t got enough
missiles and bombs to level all of Russia,

Yet there is no spending gap to close
be cause the supposed gap is nothing but
simple manipulation of numbers by the
military mad dogs , The debate on this " gap"
is based on ruble-to-dollar conversions of
military spending . Yet experts will know
that s uch conversions are impossible to
make in any meaningful way--because of
U . S . te chnological advantages and be cause
of differences in the U . S . and Russian
economies .

But the main reason for the Rus sian civil
defense program i s that the Russian people
remember that 20 million of their fathers and
mothers died in World War I I . R us sian
politi cians make them feel better by telling
them that an expensive civil defense program
will prote ct therr,· in the next war .

3.

--JO Trident submarines capable of carrying
24 mi ssi l es which each carry 17 warheads .
Thus, the whole fleet. would add 12, 240
warheads of at least 200 kilotons each .
( Another 1 20 , 000 Hiros himas . ) Total cost :
$ .50-plus billion .

�·

Still , the whole argument is pointless since
both the U . S . and Russia have already
bought enough weapons to destroy the whole
world several times over .

Obviously, those two programs--the most
costly ( and most profitable ) ever--would
insure that the U . S . is paying more for
"defense" than the Russians . Counting
cost overruns , they could easily total more
than $100 billion .

Another odd reason that the mad dogs want
bombers and submarines is to overcome an
alleged Russian lead in civil defense ,
But they know that Congress is never going
to buy a U . S . civil defense program, It
already turned one down in the 1960s for
the good reason that there is no way to
prot e ct even a small portion of our people
from both nuclear explosions and long-term
radiation .

It won't do any such thing, of course , if
the enemy is the U , S , The simple truth is
that the Russians could destroy all of our
land-based missiles , all of our bombers , and
three-fourths of our submarines and the U.S .
would still be able to deliver 16oO
warheads--enough to make much of Russia
uninhabitable ,
The only people who will benefit from more
we apons are the military brass who get
to play with them ( and our lives ) and
their corporate buddies (and future
employers ) who get to sell them ( and reap
the profits ) .

Even if the cost weren't beyond imagination ,
you just couldn ' t keep 215 million
Americans alive underground long enough,
beside s , the arms merchants sell bombers and
missiles , not bomb shelters .
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TEN YEARS FROM TODAY , , ,
July, 1987 . This cozy A ll-American s cene of Mr. and Mrs . o . Zone , toddler Cesium, and doggie Trontium, of Clinton , Ill . ,
relaxing in their lovely warm back yard , ought to reassure the likes of Phyllis Schlafly , Eagle Forum , Anita .Bryant , and local
senators and preachers , Yes , the nuclear family does have a future , For more of our cheery thoughts on life ( or the lack
of it--whoops , .just a gut reactor) in the nuclear-age, see pages 7-21 .

CIVIL SERVICE WORKERS RES POND TO ELITIST ATTACK
At the June 16th meeting of the Board of
Regents , the governing body for I . S . U . and
other universities , regent Charl es Shuman
remarked that since they were giving the
I , S , U . C ivil Service employes a J7t-hour
work week , they should expect something in
return , His suggestion was a tightening
up of policy on lunch hour a�d breaks .
The following letter was written to David
Wiant , Director of Personnel at I . S . U .
Copies were sent to Joseph Kraus and
Bryant Jackson , Director and Assistant
Director of Milner Library, and to Jack
Horner , acting. president of I . S . U .
Copies were also sent t o incoming I . S . U .
President Lloyd Watkins , The Daily
Pantagraph and The Vidette .

June 22 , 1 977
Dear

Mr.

Wiant :

We are a group of Illinois S tate University
Civil Service employees who are concerned and
angry at what was reported in the Pantagraph
and the Vidette from the Thursday , June 16th
meeting of the Illinois Board of Regents ,
where it was announced that ISU will go to a
J7t-hour work week after August 1 st .
Both reports quoted regent Charles Shuman ,
who expressed the opinion that now is the
time to tighten rules , police coffee breaks ,
review enforcement of on-the-job rules , and
install time clocks .

To our great disappointment , we are unaware
of any expressions of rebuttal against these
remarks , or support for us in answer to them ,
No one would deny that there are people of
any occupation who waste time , But to accept
Mr . Shuman ' s remarks about 800 employees at
one university is inexcusable . No such
generalization is warranted .
After all , the reduced time is only making
ISU ' s work week the same as those of other
universities in the system , The underlying
implication is that we are being given a huge
benefit we not only don ' t deserve , but will
take advantage of .
Since no one else apparently felt the desire
or need to speak in our favor , we are taking
this opportunity to do so for ourselves .
Janette Bray
(and 44 others )
for
Civil Service Employees
Milner Library

This prediction was printed in the McLean
County Observer 4 years ago , in June of
1 973 , Can our readers guess what ' s wrong
with it ?

Fight the Crisis Com·.mittee
goes into action
Last fall, a group of workers from
non-unionized workplaces (offices and
hospitals) formed the Parents and
Workers Committee to Save the Teachers
Union. We saw the union-busting
efforts of the Bloomington Board of
Education as a threat to all workers,
union and non-union.
We were certain
that other parents and workers in
That
Bloomington saw it that way too.
they did was demonstrated by the 400
signatures we collected and presented
to the Board.
We announced at that time that our
members wanted to build unions of the
their own. Individual members have
continued union building efforts at
their own workplaces, and as a group
we did some support leafleting for a
union organizing drive at Mennonite.
None of these activities have produced
visible results yet, although we
believe that our continued existence
as a group willing to relate workers'
struggles to the whole community
helped the Bloomington teachers win
their contract this year.

not want token programs that p�ovide
one position for every hundred
applicants, but jobs on a big scale,
at union wage.
Schemes to lay us off
and then have the government put us
back to work for welfare must be
smashed.
No forced-work welfare jobs,
but union scale and union
representation in all jobs.

I

s

We need large boosts in unemployment
insurance and welfare to keep up with
Unemployment
the cost of living.
benefits must be extended to all the
unemployed for as long as they are out
Veterans just out of the
of work.

Figh

Se is

aci m an

Racism and sexism are used by the
bosses and their agents to divide the
working class.
Minorities and women
are forced into the poorest working
conditions ana the lowest pay scales.
Racist policies are pursued by the
bosses' flunkies in the unions when it
comes to job assignments and
apprenticeship eligibility. By
fighting racist and sexist policies on
and off the job, we can draw the
working class closer together and in
struggle obtain better conditions for
all workers.

l

This kind of activity is feared by
businesspeople and their managers.
For, as long as they are able to
define and contain the struggles of
workers as " just one group of workers
fighting for their own narrow
interests," then business has the
upper hand and.is free to pit worker
against worker in the name of "the
public interest."
An example of this
is the newspaper cartoons and
editorials treating service workers as
the "public's" enemy.
We can only break business containment
of our strugbles by broadening them-
that is, by relating issues to other
workers �through informational
picketing, door-to-door canvassing,
etc.) and showing how a victory for
one group of workers is a gain for
all. We think that only a permanent
group of workers from many different
concerns can keep emphasizing the
interests of all workers in every
individual struggle.
We have formed
the Fight the Crisis Committee for
this purpose. The article on speedup
at Eureka we contributed to the last
issue of the Post-Amerikan is a small
example of what can be done.

h

t e

is'">

U.S. workers today are facing an
intense attack as business tries to
transfer the burden of THEIR crisis
onto the backs of workers.
This
attack comes in the form of high
unemployment, inflation, and so-called
shortages.
We are bombarded with
phony explanations, lies, and
ridiculous plans to solve economic
dilemmas.
Scapegoats around the world
are offered to divert our anger.
The only real alternative for us is to
fight back.
And this is being done
all across the country as is indicated
by the increasing number of strikes
and demonstrations.
Here are some of
the demands a_!ld programs we can push.

armed services whatever their
discharge, students just getting out
of school, many state, city, and
county workers are only some of those
who should be getting une�ployment,
but are not.
Supplementary
Unemployment Benefit programs sound
good, but workers pay for them and
these funds run out.
We demand open
ended SUB pay funded by the bosses,
not by the workers facing layoffs.

Employed &
nemp oyed
Uni e
At every turn we must preserve the
unity of the working class
Employers
want to use the misery they inflict on
some to press even harder on all.
Only unity will defeat these dual
tactics.
By keeping the unemployed in
the unions, dues free, mandating the
unions to negotiate benefits for them
across the bargaining table, we shall
ensure that the u�1employed will never
be converted into scabs.
•

Man y activities can show our refusal
to take the economic crisis lying
down: holding demonstrations,
picketing unemployment offices, and
We need to
confronting the managers.
build support for strikes, helping
those contingents of the working class
that are on the front lines. We must
also support fights against layoffs,
paycuts, and union busting.
The wrongs done to specific persons
can be made examples of what we will
not accept. From these small gains
won in the struggle, we can build·a
united fight against the economic
crisis.

.

The Fight the Crisis Committee
welcomes information and people.

oi

Us

Fight the Crisis Committee
P.O. Box JJ92
Bloomington, IL 61701

Fight Layoffs
Layoffs cannot be accepted as
unchangeable facts. When the company
announces them, we can fight them. We
refuse to speed up, to turn out the
same production with fewer
workers, to boost company profits
while some of us are left to get along
on inadequate or nonexistent relief.
We want a wor�ing day at a wage we can
live on, rather than being forced to
work overtime. We challenge the
principle that workers must absorb the
bad times and save the company, only
to return to bitter struggle for every
gain in good times.

'

The

Galery

Downtown

Union .lobs
People are willing to work at decent
wages. The problem is that this
economy does not generate enough jobs
WeJdemand that jobs be created.
We do

Normal
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PEOPLE WHO NEED .
PEOPLE
Seven Days A Week!

ichael Thomae
owner t
mana9er

Vicky ioley

thirley Dou9lac

_
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t. lee in Bloomin9ton

blocks south of Washington Square

828-2114 .

Monday - taturday
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LaGrow lies again: claims four
MEG informers killed
MEG chief Jerry LaGrow lied again in court May

25,

when he told a Galesburg judge that four

1974.

Though many of these informers subsequently
LaGrow's exaggerated claims of informer
mortality convinced the Galesburg judge to

informer's name should not be

revealed in a pending MEG-initiated drug
possession case.

have their names and photos printed in the
Post Arnerikan, they continue to live and work
in Bloomington-N'tirmal, despite LaGrow's
exaggerated claims of informers' imminent

The defense attorney wanted

danger.

to know the informer's identity, since a search
warrant had been okayed just on the informer's

When the Galesburg Register-Mail wrote about

word.

the death of ex-informer John Orrio, some
interesting details of stool pigeon life

After LaGrow claimed his informers had been

emerged.

killed, the assistant State's Attorney asked,
"You mean they died?"

Orrico himself was originally busted by MEG
for two counts of mari ,Juana sale.

"I mean killed," LaGrow swore under oath,
according to an account in the May

LaGrow was lying.

He decided

to turn others in to save his own skin,

26

original

Galesburg Reg'ister-Mail,

$10,000

His

bond was quickly lowered to

personal recognizance.

At least one of the

Orrico, who LaGrow called "a streetwise, heavy

informers met his death in a mere traffic
accident,

alleged drug buys, including the name of the
informer.

Decatur, and Peoria.

LaGrow's testimony convinced a Knox County
an

reveal the names of everyone who witnessed the

He

merely said they were killed in Florida,

undercover narcotics enforcement group began

judge.that

In McLean County, MEG is routinely required to

because LaGrow won't reveal their names,

MEG informers had been killed since the
operating in

Reporters have not been able to verify LaGrow's
tales of three other informers being killed,

according to a June

4

dude," turned in several Galesburg residents

article in the

Register-MaiL

for drug charges.

Dennis Hetzel, a Galesburg reporter, deserves

for "insufficient evidence."

1976,

In October,

Orrico's.

two MEG charges were dismissed, supposedly

credit for realizing that LaGrow's claim of

,

Though MEG never said his name in court,

four informers killed needed further
investigation.

Orrico's role as a MEG informer became known

First, Hetzel got LaGrow to confirm that one

threatened sevE?ra.l times, and finally moved

anyway.

to Davenport, Iowa at MEG expense.

of the alleged victims of foul play was

death, according to the Galesburg newspaper

#108.

Galesburg resident Ron Wilder says he was

In contrast to

giving some cold medication to Orrico, and

LaGrow's clear implication that Orrico was
killed by a revenge-bent drug pusher, Orrico's
bike simply jumped

a

Jerry LaGrow.

terrace, and crashed into the brick wall of
an

hour later,

wound up getting busted by MEG.

This is the Peoria-based MEG director

curb, flew across a

his own apartment building.

·

story.

Then, Hetzel tracked down Orrico's motorcycle
accident in Davenport, Iowa.

He

continued to receive money from MEG until his

Galesburg MEG informer John Orrico, known as
MEG Confidential Source

Jerry LaGrow says Orrico was

Wilder says

MEG agent Craig Salmon lied at the trial, but

So what?

Wilder was convicted anyway.

A defense witness

testified that informer Orrico "didn't care

He bled to death

what he took.

Police found no evidence of

foul play, according to the June 4 Register

keep the informer's name secret, as has been

Mail article.

the practice in other Galesburg cases.
late

1976,

Any kind of capsule, he'd take

it."

In

Ron Wilder went through his entire

trial for delivery of cold pills hearing one

Pass more bucks
for the
Twin City Six
State funding key to MEG's future
of his accusers identified only as "John Doe"

and "Confidential Source

Before the vote, Bloomington Senator
Harber Hall declared (according to a
Pantagraph report) that "The majority
of people against MEG are suspected
of using drugs themselves."

As the Post-Arnerikan goes to press,
two bills which would guarantee MEG's
financial future are waitin� for
Governor Thompson's signature.

22

Quoted on a June
radio new program,
aides of the Governor say the MEG
bills will be vetoed.
A Pantagraph story appearing the same
day contains officials' speculation
that the Governor will approve MEG.

21,

On June
the Illinois Senate
approved the MEG bills 57-0.

#108."

The majority of Senators voting for
MEG are suspected of using drugs�
But since they
themsel ves, too.
control the laws, they have succeeded
in keeping their drugs--alcohol,
And
cigarettes, and coffee--legal.
they find prescription ups and downs
easy to get.

Surprise: Good news
for gay people

One of the booklets,

that most homosexual men are not effeminate

while acknowledging

(limp-wristed, "swishy"), had an

downtown Normal and noticed that two of

illustration of an effeminate supposedly gay

the booklets carried there covered the

man approaching a masculine-looking

subject of homosexuality very inaccurately.

supposedly straight man (who's grimacing),

The two books are part of a series of

Another problem was that in one of the

"Doctor's Guide to

booklets, Dr. Irving Bieber was used as a

the Budlong Press Company, covering

source.

different topics,

Hildebrandt's, "It is commonly accepted

As GPA

member Evans wrote to

that Dr. Bieber is a crackpot and an
The passages which Evans read "served to

unqualified source on the topic of

propagate myths about homosexuals and were

homosexuality."

strewn with misinformation," he wrote in a
letter to Hildebrandt's manager,

Evans closed his letter by asking that the

One passage referred to gayness as a common

from the shelves,

drug store remove the offensive materials
phase that a person might go through while
maturing toward the development of "normal"
sexual feelings--heterosexuality,

This

implies, of course, that gayness is a
stunted, "abnormal" orientation.

The reason we are asking for money
so long after the event is that his
appeal was just refused this spring.
The American Civil Liberties Union
provided a free lawyer to the six
people arrested during the march.
A jury acquitted two of them, one
had his charges dismissed, and one
had his conviction reversed on
appeal.
The fifth defendant didn't
bother to appeal his conviction, and
has already paid his
fine and

$10Q

executive of ISU's Gay People's Alliance,
visited Hildebrandt Re xall Drug Store in

, , " booklets printed by

$100

done .his weekend in jail.

In January of this year Roger Evans, an

•

Last issue, we ran a poignant plea
asking community folks to throw in
some bucks to help pay Bobby Reyes'
fine for obstruction of a
police officer.
Reyes was convicted
after a 1974 march against Sheriff
King was disrupted by club-swinging
police.

Hildebrandt's manager agreed, and on a
later Visit Evans confirmed that the books
were indeed gone,

Reyes is the last of the Twin City
Six, and he deserves our support.
In response to our contribution
pitch last issue, we received $ 4.
That leaves
to go, po send in
those bucks, folks.
If you were
there in November, 1974, you could
just as easily be facing that

$J6

6

$100

fine yourself.

Correction
In our April and June issues, we
printed photos of men who appeared at
a House of Representatives Committee
hearing to testify in favor of the MEG
funding bills.
Though all the men
pictured were officials of MEG units
•or their bureaucratic support
apparatus, we should not have referred
to all of them as narcs.
Even though,
they were actively lobbying for MEG's
funds, some of them are not active
undercover agents themselves.

Anchors Away

Reincarnation?

(No Limits)--America's newest, fastest, quietest, largest, and

(No Limits)--Texas Governor Dolph Briscoe has routinely reappointed

most expensive attack submarine dropped anchor :..-and lost it.

Dr. Maynar Hart of El Paso to serve a three year term on the

anchor dropped, its chain slid free and followed the anchor to the

state Health Advisory Committee.

Hart died on September 4, 1975.

Fights Unemployment

Jt-ance

(No Limits)--France has offered to fight unemployment--not by
shortening the work week with no pay cuts, to compensate for the
introduction of labor-saving technology, but by paying people to
leave France.

The government will pay immigrant workers

$2, 000 to go home, and will pay French people $970 to go to work

abroad.

Sounds ·like' a good time to go to Europe.

The

bottom of Long Island Sound.

What Double-Standard?
(OOB)--A young man who was raped in the Fairfax County jail in
Alexandria, Va., has been awarded $50, 000 in damages by a federal

court.

He had sued the sheriff, James D. Swinson, for violating

his constitutional right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment
by not protecting him from assault by other inmates.

Apparently

rape is "cruel and unusual punishment" only when applied to men.

P eople's Victory
(LNS/The Rag)--It was the customers, and not the phone company,
who were smiling for once, when the Continental Telephone
Corporation of Maine got an answer to its rate increase request in
late March.

Instead of an increase, according to the New York Times,

they got a rate decrease --up to 45% on monthly bills for many of
the company's

24, 000

customers scattered throughout the state.

The company requested an increase last year, but when the Maine
Public Utilities Commission (PUC) investigated, it found that the

2.

company had been vastly overstating its taxes and costs.

The PUC

discovered, for example, that Continental was reporting its tax
expenses as

Recon/cpf

31. 4%.

48%

of taxable income, when the actual expense was

Continental contested, but the State Supreme Court refused

to stop the reduction, whJch went into effect March

26.

company remained flabbergasted over the rate cut.

Free The Pope!

official:

(No Limits)--Two young men on a motorcycle grabbed $8,

862

"It blew our socks off."

The phone

Said one company

in

payroll money from a Vatican official who was entering a building
just off St. Peter's Square.

Free the pope!!

Expres sion of 'J u stice'
(No Limits)--Judge Tony Critelli has said that he and his fellow
judges in the Des Moines area are tired of seeing braless women
and muscle-shirted men in the jury box.

Said Critelli:

not on the beach; you're not on vacation.

You are a court officer

involved in a judicial proceeding.

"You're

We most certainly don't expect

Media and Conswner/cpf

you to go out and purchase new clothing, or even to wear your
finest.

We merely request that you choose your daily attire with

the thought in mind that you are an important part of the judicial
proceedings. "

The Bureaucratic Mind

The braless women and muscle-shirted men then

stood up and announced that they had.

(No Limits)--Bureaucratic mentalities who insist on running meetings
according to Robert's Rules of Order now have a new place to look for

Justice?
(Take Over)--A Newark, New Jersey, judge has ruled that a man cannot

be charged with raping his wife.

Essex County Judge Nicholas Scalera

dismissed a rape indictment against a New Jersey man on the ground

help in determining their parliamentary procedure.

The Belleville

N. J. school board needed � clarification on the meaning of an abstention ,
and Robert's book was no help.

So they called Robert's grandson,

Henry Robert III in Annapolis, who came up with an answer after a
half hour.

The meeting was then called back to order, with Robert's

rule imposed.

that the 1898 New Jersey rape law effectively grants a husband absolute
right to relations with his wife.

Smith was charged with breaking into

Totshots

his estranged wife's home, beating her and raping her while the
children watched.
Upon dismissing the rape indictment, Judge Scalera said that a
husband cannot be prosecuted for rape until there is a judicial order
for separation ox: divorce.

(Take Over)--A Catholic priest in Columbia bas charged that the
United States is using the Peace Corps to sterilize peasant children
under the guise of giving them vaccinations.

Apparently the vaccine

is supplied by a U.S. organization called "Friends of the Americas"
and administered by Peace Corps volunteers.

Follow the Bouncing Boots
(ZNS)--Footwear specialists in the Soviet Union are reportedly man
ufacturing boots that permit strollers to take steps of up to ni ne feet
long and to move effortlessly at speeds of up to fifteen miles per hour.
The daily publication Sovietskaia Rossia reports in Moscow that the
motorized shoes are called "Boots of Seven Leagues. " According to
the publication, each boot heel contains a motor, fuled by gasoline, that
operates pistons implanted in the heels.
Witnesses who have seen

hikers

experiment with the boots describe the

walking style as similar to "the hop, step and jump" event at track
meets.

According to the boots inventors, the shoes consume about

two-and-a-half ounces of gasoline per hour.

Archbis hop

1

Pied

(No Limits)--Archbishop John Roach was hit in the face with a pie
as he was about to accept the Brotherhood Award of the National
Council of Christians and Jews in St. Paul. A representative of a
gay rights group said the incident was in protest of church pressure
to defeat a bill that banned discrimination against gay people.

Make-up Madness
Off 'em
( Z NS)--Mass extermination and other violent solutions were recently
proposed by 15% of a group of high school students polled on how to
control population growth.

(N o Limits)--American women use nearly 100, 000 tons o f makeup a
year. The average woman uses two and one-half pounds of creams,
powders, and paints costing about $18 annually. No statistics were
given for how much makeup men use.

Zero Population Growth reports that 100 junior and senior high school
students were asked to write essays in a recent contest on how to control
population growth. More than half--55%--suggested such things as
forcing people to take out licenses to have children or allowing only
selected people to reproduce.

Fifteen students seriously suggested "violent solutions" such as killing
off old folks or putting people in jail to keep them from reproducing.

Listom ania
(Take Over)--Anyone who sends $5 to the government printing office
can now obtain a list of the lists of people the federal government
keeps tabs on. The lists--6600 of them--are now contained in a
750-page book published by the government printing office, called
PROTECTING YOUR RIGHT TO PRIVACY.
According to the book, the champion list-maker of them all is the
Department of Defense, which fills 169 pages of the book with lists
of journalists, editors, columnists, researchers, and.others who
show a "consistent interest in army-related subjects."

F erric Frosties
Radical Disco Boys
(No Limits)--Two of the newest disco groups to make the scene are
the Advanced Workers and the Anti-Imperialist Singers. The essential
sound is the s ame--dancing rather than listening music, a disco-funk
beat with saxophone, but the words are different. The brainchild
of Amiri Baraka (slave name: LeRoi Jones) the songs do advocate

"socking it to the criminal state. " But the dingy side of the revolution
comes out also; for example, the chanted. refrain from this song:
"Marxism, Leninism, Mao Tse-tung though." They were signed on
the Das Capitol label.

Bicentennial Record
(ZNS)--Here's a figure that probably won't make the Guinness Book
of World Records: The U.S. Justice Department says the number
of public officials indicted on corruption charges in the U.S. last
year was at an all-time high. Grand Juries indicted 3::'7 public figures
in 1976, the most on record in a single year. The Justice Department
adds that last year prosecutors also set records for the number of
public officials convictE)d.

(Take Over)--Rick McDonald eats his breakfast cereal quickly--before
it rusts.
McDonald discovered the other day that the cereal he was eating, Frosted
Rice, a mineralized, enriched pr�uct of the Kellogg Company, was
laced with so much iron that he oould pick up bits of it with a magnet.
McDonald noticed tiny black specks of iron floating in the milk after he
had eaten. He called the company and received a check for $1. 15 plus
a letter of apology.
Kellogg said the explanation was simple: the iron is mixed into the
sugar coating of the cereal, rather than the cereal itself and comes off
when the cereal is soaked in milk.

Spare

Parts For S ale

(ZNS)--Kidneys from aborted human fetuses in South Korea have

reportedly been purchased by the thousands by the U.S. Army for
biological warfare research. The London Sunday Times quotes a
South Korean doctor, Professor Lee Myung Bok, as admitting he was
inyolved in the export of at least 12, 000 pairs of fetal kidneys.
According to the report, the organs are packed on ice and shipped to
the United States immediately after an abortion. Doctors in Korea who
provided the kidneys were allegedly repaid with bottles of whiskey.

Don't Drink t he Water
(ZNS)--The U.S. government may have to fork out some $30 million

to replenish the water supply of Denver, Colorado, after it was
polluted with deadly plutonium from a nearby nuclear weapons plant.

Over the last decade, leakage of radioactive material from the
giant Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant in nearby Broomfield has

reportedly left a plutonium blanket on the bottom of the city's 40-acre
Great Western Reservoir.
Federal experts have assured residents of Denver that the plutonium
is considerably heavier than water and will remain safely on the bottom
indefinitely. However, local officials are not so sure. They point
out that the current drought is lowering the reservoir so far that
the bottom could easily become mixed with the city's water supply.
As a result, local and state officials in Denver are demanding that
the Federal government pay for the cost of a new reservoir for the
city--a cost which could run as high as $30 million.

"Pollution is cll!ilnliness.. .. Decay is progress.... Crime incrl!ilse
is safety... . You are very happy.... "

•

One drop of plutonium in the lungs of a hum.an can cause instant death.
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Oh, what a night!
On·Friday, June 10th, Kristin Lems,
an Urbana feminist singer and musician,
and Tim Vear, bass player, gave a
benefit concert for Small Changes Book
It is appropriate that Lems,
store,
who played guitar and piano, and Vear
performed their very uplifting music at
the Newman Center in Normal.
Lems' songs that evening varied a lot
in both message and style, from songs
about women's workers', and black
struggles to Irish ballads to a song
performed in persian, folk songs, and
rock and roll.
Her songs, whatever their st�rle, convey
strong statements and touch· something
important.
Examples of this are feminist songs
like "Farmer," "Ballad of the E.R.A.,"
"Women Walk More Determined," and
"Mammary Glands." Lems has released
these four songs on two 45's (available
at Small Changes),
She joked with the
audience that she plans to release four
more 45's and then an album made up or
the songs from all her 45's. The album
will be called Kristin Lems Gre.atest Hits,

I

Kristin Lems and Tim Vear display an inspiring blend of
humor and seriousness in their performance.

Every single one of Lems' songs would
be worth mentioning. I have found
myself in several conversations since
the concert saying, "and oh, I espec
ially liked such-and-such" until I had
listed every song in the two hours worth
of material that Lems did,
Lems is an excellent songwriter.
Prob
ably more than half the material was
original. Her impressive original
songs were matched with performances
of, among other songs, David Crosby
and Graham Nash's beautiful "Wind on
the Water" and Laura Nyro's "Save the
Country."
These songs reflect the in
volvement of Lems and Vear in environ
mental causes, like saving the whales
and opposing nuclear power.

When Lems realized that an Iranian
woman was in the audience, she per
(Lems can
formed a song in Persian,
also perform in Spanish, French, Hebrew,
Greek, Dutch, Armenian, Arabic, and
Hindi,
The woman was deeply affected and told
us (Small Changes people) as she left
that this is the first time she's heard
a song in her native language in the
years she's been in the U.S.
One of the many things Lems has working
for her when �erforming is humor.
"Mammary Glands" is a very funny song
about the ever-popular, multi-millon
dollar breast fetish.
Lems and Vear
also perform an anti-mindless nostalgia
number about "the songs that oppressed
us twenty years ago."
Lems' tribute to dark humor was Dory
Previn's song "Doin' it Alone," a
hilarious tune about private violence
vs. state violence, if you can imagine
it.

Lems, who is strongly pro-ERA, per
formed on the opening night of Illinoi
International Women's Year Conference,
held at ISU. At the intermission be
tween sets, Betty Friedan, the native
Illinois woman who wrote The Feminine
Mystique, gave a surprise speech ur
ging renewed struggle for the ERA.
The audience that night was obviously
entertained by, involved in, and im
pressed with Lems and Vea.r's perform
ance. As an encore, Lems sang "Free
dom, Freedom," urging the audience to
join in
The audience, which was on
its feet, sang and clapped.
•

And perhaps Lems' strongest point
is her integrated politics. Recog
nizing that women's interests also
lie with other oppressed groups, she
said that the anti-gay vote in Dade
county "was a feminist loss." This

Another moving feature of Lems' per
formance was her tribute to the strong
women and men of the past whose message
has been too frequently denied us
One such
through selective history.
song is "Rosie Parks," about the black
woman who helped start the civil rights
movement by refusing to give her bus
seat to a white. I fought tears only
because I didn't want to miss any of
the words,

statement met with applause from
some members of the audience and, I
think, uncomfortablenes� from others.

.

--Small Changes
P.S.
Special thanks to the folks who
printed our leaflet for us, Tim and
Pat, and the Newman Center eo le.

The

Back Porch
Main St.,
Bloomington

404 N.

828-7714
We now have newspapers,
magazines, paperbacks,
candy, coffee, and tobacco,
besides the antiques and
handcrafted articles we
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A Free Press

I want a 12-issue subscription
to the Post-Amerikan! I'm send
ing $2.50.
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I want a colorful 100%
Post-Amerikan T -Shirt!
sending $J.OO.
Name
Address�������� �
C ity, State, Zip

(for only $J.OO more, you can
et a T-Shirt too)

Size S M L XL
(for only $2.50 more, you
et a subscription too)
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